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ABSTRACT
Statistical nuclear spectroscopy or spectral 
distribution methods have been developed by French and 
coworkers as an alternative, applicable in huge model 
spaces, to the conventional shell model approach for 
studying nuclear structure. The theory is based on the 
operation of a central limit theorem in large model spaces 
which yields a shape close to Gaussian for the smoothed 
eigenstate density distribution.
The theory emphasizes the importance of traces of
bilinear products of operators acting in a model space.
Utilizing this and partitioning the model space according
to group symmetries leads to an algorithm for expanding
any interaction in terms of simpler operators. Detailed
shell model comparison of excitation spectra, eigenstate
20 22overlaps and B(E2) transition strengths in Ne and Ne 
with a realistic interaction and its SU(3) trace-equivalent 
approximations are presented. SU(3) symmetry breaking by 
single-particle shell effects is also studied.
Spectral distribution methods are used to develop a 
statistical procedure for calculating alpha particle trans­
fer strengths that is valid in large model spaces. The 
theory gives the strength function as a bilinear expansion 
in orthogonal polynomials defined by moments of the inter­
action in the initial and final state model spaces. Rapid 
convergence is assured by the operation of the central 
limit theorem. The method involves partitioning the 
fixed J,T initial (target nucleus) and final (residual 
nucleus) state model spaces according to the supermulti- 
plet symmetry. Moments of a statistical approximation 
to the Brown-Kuo interaction are used to estimate the 
eigenergies and configuration intensities for the initial 
and final state subspaces. Specific predictions for the 
reactions + a *■ 22Ne and 2®Ne + a + 2^Mg are made.
The results are compared with experimental values and 
with predictions of other nuclear models. A unique 
feature of the study, unlike what has been found for 
E2, Ml, E4 strengths, is that the density weighted strength 
is not dominated by the density of states factor.
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
Recent multi-nucleon transfer reaction studies of the
type (®Li,d) have led to a number of predictions for alpha
1—5particle spectroscopic strengths. General formula-
1-3tions in the framework of the SU{3) model and the j-j
4 5coupled shell model ' have been brought to a state of 
development which makes specific predictions feasible.
For nuclei in the lower half of the ds shell the SU(3) 
model provides good approximate wave functions for most 
low-lying positive parity levels. However, beyond mass 
28 the SU(3) model is inadequate because spin-orbit 
forces are so strong they ruin the symmetry underlying the
model. In higher mass regions detailed shell model cal­
culations a1® not feasible because the dimensionalities 
of the matrices to be constructed and diagonalized become 
too large to handle even on modern computers. The purpose 
of this thesis is to develop a statistical procedure
to calculate alpha particle spectroscopic strengths that
6 —  8is valid in large spaces. The theory uses the lower 
order moments of an effective Hamiltonian H and a poly-
q
nomial expansion of excitation strengths. It is valid 
in large spaces that contain a number of active nucleons. 
The procedure will be used to calculate alpha particle 
spectroscopic strengths corresponding to alpha particle
1
2stripping and pickup reactions for nuclei in the ds 
shell; however, the techniques used can be applied to 
nuclei in other mass regions.
In Chapter II, we will review a theoretical analysis 
of alpha particle spectroscopic amplitudes in the frame­
work of the SU{3) model and review current knowledge 
in the experimental field about alpha transfer reactions 
in light nuclei. In Chapter III, we describe the spectral 
distribution method which we plan to use for alpha particle 
transfer strengths and briefly outline the concepts on 
which it is based. In Chapter IV, we show how by parti­
tioning a model space according to group symmetries it 
is possible to construct simple approximations for all 
effective interactions and show how such approximations 
provide a measure for the goodness of symmetries. The 
lower moments of our effective interaction will be used 
to determine for a given nucleus the ground state energy 
as well as the intensities of the various configurations 
at a fixed energy. The lower order moments of our 
effective interaction will also be useful in our statisti­
cal spectroscopy study of alpha particle transfer
strengths. In Chapter V we calculate the alpha particle
18 6transfer strengths for reactions of the type 0 ( Li,d)
20 6and Ne( Li,d) using the spectral distribution method.
This is done by partitioning the model space for the 
target and residual nucleus according to the SU(4)ST
3symmetry and then using the lower moments of our effective 
interaction to determine the intensity function for each 
configuration. The simplest approximation to the strength 
will be a sum over the product of two configuration in­
tensity functions weighted by the average strength with 
which the excitation operator couples the two configura­
tions. In Chapter VI we conclude with a discussion of 
the approximations made, improvements in the technique 
and how the procedure can be used to calculate alpha 
particle transfer strengths in other mass regions.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF ALPHA PARTICLE SPECTROSCOPIC STRENGTHS
A. Reaction Picture 
The ground state of an alpha particle consists of 
two protons and two neutrons in the most symmetrical 
spatial arrangement possible with J=0, parity tt=+, and 
isospin T=0. The term alpha transfer is applied to any 
reaction in which two neutrons and two protons are trans­
ferred. One usually defines and calculates the spectro­
scopic amplitude for cases in which a cluster of four 
nucleons is in an internal Os state, like the ground 
state of the physical alpha particle. For the direct 
reaction of Fig. 1 one assumes that a cluster of x nucleons 
pre-existing in the projectile a=b+x is simply transferred 
intact to the nucleus A where the x nucleons as a whole 
are captured to form B, with minimal disturbance of A.
The transfer occurs in a single step during the short 
time when the projectile is passing the target nucleus.
In this stripping reaction the angular momentum trans­
ferred to the capturing nucleus A is J=L, where L is 
the orbital angular momentum of the captured nucleons.
The change of parity is A,n=(-1)L and the change in isospin 
is At =0 .
The differential cross section A(a,b)B of Fig. 1 
is proportional to the superposition of structure
4
5(spectroscopic) factors and kinematic (reaction) factors2 ' 4
da = yayb ,fb. 2JB+ 1
O O ' V  f ( O T  X l  \ f
an (2tiK2)2 a (2Ja +1 ) « 2 V 1»
(2.1)
Here the y and K are reduced masses and momentum transfer
kinetmatic dependence of the cross section and the factor 
nLn 1 Xj *A_ the spectroscopic dependence. The J-sums are over
x x
the angular momentum J and J' of the x-transferred 
nucleons in B = A+x and a-b+x, respectively. The trans­
ferred x-nucleon cluster is described in the framework 
of the harmonic oscillator shell model and n gives the 
number of oscillator quanta for the relative motion of 
the x-nucleon cluster with respect to the nucleus A. Like­
wise n' gives the number of oscillator quanta for the 
relative motion of the x-nucleon with respect to b. The 
structure factors AnL,n L are given in terms of the two 
spectroscopic amplitudes, one for the B+A+x vertex and 
the other for the a-*b+x vertex
factors for a and b. The factor 8nLn'L ' JM contains the
AnL,n'L' = £ A T (B+A+x) A„ lT , (a-*-b+x) nii n L ( 2 . 2 )
6The sum is over the intrinsic states of the transferred 
nucleons. If the x-nucleon group is transferred in an 
unexcited internal state with zero intrinsic angular 
momentum, such as the (Os) internal state of an unexcited 
a-cluster, the sum reduces to one term and the structure
j^T  I T* I
factor, A ' , is equal to the product of the two
spectroscopic amplitudes. In this case the differential 
cross section for the transfer reaction is also given 
by a product of a single spectroscopic factor and a re­
action mechanism factor. In this study of alpha spectro­
scopic amplitudes we will be concerned only with the 
spectroscopic amplitudes A(B+A+x) .
To define the spectroscopic amplitude for the nucleus 
B dissociating into A plus x-particles, we consider a 
function F defined as the overlap between the internal
wave function of nucleus B and the internal wave function
1 4of nucleus A and the x-particle cluster '
«2-3>
where and £x are the internal coordinates of
the nuclei A, B and x, respectively; and *A U A )» b^ ^ b *' 
and $X (CX ) their internal wave functions. Also rxA is 
the relative coordinate between the c.m. of x and A.
D
The combinational factor (x) counts the number of
7equivalent ways in which x particles can be transferred 
from the projectile a to the nucleus A without exciting 
the core of A. In general <J>X could be the ground state 
or an excited state of the x-particle cluster. However, 
we will assume that <J> is the ground state of the x-A
particle cluster and thus has zero spin and zero isospin. 
We also assume that the c.m. motion of each nucleus A 
and B is in a Os state. Next we expand [for details 
see Ref. 4] the overlap function F A^ rB ^ xj^ ) in terms 
of an orthonormal complete set of functions in the r ^
sPace <!tNLm(JxAl}-
F(A,b;?xA) = I*)*
= I An;l( A , B ) W r xA) <2'4’
The expansion coefficient A _(A,B) is referred to asn X/
the spectroscopic amplitude for the nucleus B dissociating
into A and x with relative motion <j> .. This spectroscopicn
amplitude is given by1
A n * (A'B > “  <x>‘‘l l4A < « A » 4 x<«x>*„ll« < f x A » > * 4 B ( 5B ) d 5 B a f x A
(2.5)
8In order to evaluate the spectroscopic amplitude 
in Eq. (2.5) one needs the internal wave functions of 
the nuclei A, B, and x. However, the kind of wave function 
which can be handled easily is a shell model wave function 
<^A U A ) which includes the effects of spurious center 
of mass motion. The shell model wave function is taken 
to be a finite linear combination of many-body harmonic 
oscillator wave functions. The set of coordinates C* 
has three more degrees of freedom than the internal co­
ordinates £a . The relation between the shell model wave 
functions and the internal wave functions is given by1 , 3
where <fr„.0„(ryv) is the harmonic oscillator wave function n&m
and v = mQw/>l is the oscillator size parameter. Using
(2.6)
(2.7)
shell model wave functions, Ichimura et al.^ and also
4
Kurath et al. has shown that the spectroscopic amplitude
can be rewritten in the form
An * (B"a+x>
(2.8)
9where <^A ;ip | > > •  is a four body shell model coefficient 
of fractional parentage. The factor <$ (£ ) ; <p 0_{r) ^ >,X X Q JdZil X
the G factor of Refs. 1, 2, 4, is the overlap of the x- 
nucleons in a state |^ x> with the x-nucleon internal 
wave function $„(£„). The sum is over all possible xX X
nucleon states |ip >. If the x-particle cluster is trans-
<rv
ferred in an unexcited (0 s)x internal state, the above 
summation collapses to a single term.
In the next section we will discuss how to calculate 
the spectroscopic amplitude in the framework of the SU(3) 
representation of the harmonic oscillator shell model.
B. Calculation of Spectroscopic Amplitudes
Since SU<3) is known from independent shell model 
calculations to be an approximately good symmetry for 
nuclei in the lower half of the ds shell it is advantageous 
to calculate a-spectroscopic amplitudes in the framework
of the SCJ(3) model. This has been done by Ichimura et
1 2 3al., Hecht et al., and Draayer. They concluded that
most of the a-strength is concentrated in the ground 
state rotational band in a good SU(3) nucleus. In this 
model the spectroscopic amplitude is reduced to the cal­
culation of a full four nucleon coefficient of fractional 
parentage. The required coefficient of fractional 
parentage can be factorized into two parts. The first,
10
2
SU(6)/SU(3) factor, contains all the spatial symmetry 
and spin-isospin dependence. The second, SU(3)/R(3) 
factor, 3 contains the full angular momentum dependence.
In the SU(3) model the states of a nucleus are specified
by [f]a (Ay)BSTklLJ or alternately by [f]a(Xu)BSTk^KjJ,
where [f] and (Xu) label the space and SU(3) symmetries,
respectively; a is used to distinguish multiple occurrences
of a given (Ay) in a specific [f]; 3 is used to distinguish
multiple occurrence of a given ST in a specific spin-
isospin symmetry [f] contragredient to [f]. The labels
kl , <g* and Kj refer to projections of the angular momenta
L, S, J. The labels k  are generalizations of the K used
by Elliott* k refers to orthogonalized states.3 The
ground state of our x-particle cluster is specified by
[f] (Au)STLJ s [x] (no)S0 T0 I»0 J0 . Under the assumption
that the states of nuclei A and B have pure [f]a(Xp)BST
symmetry labels and the four nucleon cluster is in its
ground state the spectroscopic amplitude (2 .8 ) can be 
1-3written as
(B>-A+x) = G(°) (f)B.Jsn aR A nJls j
< [f]a(Xy)BSaTa J [x] (no)LoS0 To |)[f']a'(A'p•)3'S£T£>
(2.8)
11
AnS,sj *s t*ie part of the x particle cfp and
contains the full angular momentum dependence. It has
1 1 0been evaluated and tabulated by Draayer '
l a SA JA
T C  .r • X
L A KL B Lo so Jo
< (Ay)<lLa ?(no)L0
l b SB JB
11 (2.9)
X{ } is a unitary 9-j symbol which accounts for the con­
version from jj to LS coupling; < (Xy)< LI»A ; (no)LQ | | (X 'y 1) 
is a reduced S U O ^ R f S )  Wigner coefficient? and
C T C lT, are the transformation coefficients from 
<LLA k'L B
states of good <^LSJ to states of good Kg.iCjSJ. In Eq.
(2.8) the factor < [f ] a (Xy) BST; [x] (no)L0 SqT0  | } [f' ] ot'
(A'y')B'S£T£> is the SU(6)/SU(3) and SU(4)ST factors 
of the x-particle cfp. It contains the spatial symmetry 
and spin-isospin dependence of the full cfp. It has
2 11been evaluated and tabulated by Hecht and Braunschweig *
< [f ] ct(Ay) 6 ST; [x] (no)LoSoT0 |}[f']aMX,y')6 ' S ^ >  = CD
( 2 . 1 0 )
12
with C the S U (6 )/SU(3) factor
(2 .1 0 a)
and D the SU(4)ST factor
D = < [f ]6 SaTa ; [1X ]S T | } [f']6 ' S„T' > . (2.10b)
4
For a-particle transfers the representation [1 ] 
corresponds to an SU(4) scalar with So=Tq=0; and the 
SU(4) factor is trivial, < £f]6 SATft;[l4 ]So=To=0| } [f '] 
Q ' S ^ >  = 6 [~J [f.]fiB01«s «.«TnT' * The corresponding
n  B A  B
SU(6 ) restriction is [f * ] =* [4f] with couplings to other
spatial symmetries forbidden. The G in Eg. (2.8) is
used to represent the overlap, <$„(?„);<(> 0 (r)|i|j >, ofx x iu in x
the x-nucleon cluster wave function and the x-nucleon 
shell model wave function. For x=4, this overlap or 
G factor has been given by Ichimura et al.^ and has the
simple form
G =
X 6 [f][4]6S 06T 0 6Xn
° ° (2.11)
13
for four nucleon transfers in the configuration n^^n^n^i 
& b c dnunvnwnz where a+b+c+d - 4 ,  n^ is the number of oscillator 
quanta of the i transferred particle, and n = n^+n2+ 
n^+n4 is the total number of oscillator quanta in the 
transferred cluster. For example, the transfer of a (ds)^ 
cluster a=4, b=c=d=0 , with n^=n2=n3=n4 = 2  and n= 8  has 
an overlap value of G=1.
By combining the SU(3)/R(3) spectroscopic factors 
tabulated by Draayer with the SU(6)/SU(3) coefficient 
of fractional parentage calculated by Hecht and Braun­
schweig, it is possible to predict absolute values of 
a-spectroscopic amplitudes, to assess quantitatively 
the effects of representation mixing, and to compare 
the a-transfer strengths to excited rotational bands 
with those for the ground state band. The predicted 
amplitudes in Table 1 are for stripping and pickup 
strengths for even A targets. These values correspond 
to the square of the spectroscopic amplitude as defined 
in Eq. (2.8). The tabulated results are all relative 
to the absolute value of the predicted ground-state to 
ground-state strength between dominant representations 
of the target and residual nuclei. The numbers in 
parenthesis are the absolute value of the ground-state 
to ground-state strength. All other numbers are relative
to the predicted ground state strength and are therefore
24 2 0to be compared to unity. In the Mg-* Ne+a pickup
14
reaction the 2 + member of the ground state band is pre­
dicted to be more weakly populated than other members 
of the ground state band. Spectroscopic strengths ex­
tracted from the experimental data give a similar result.
20 24 -it +
In Ne+a-»- Mg the J =4 of the <j=2 band is predicted
to be more strongly favored over the 4+ of the ground
state Kj^O band. Transfer strengths that are predicted
to be strong/weak remain so when SU(3) representation
mixing is taken into account.^
The quantity £(<j) represents that fraction of the
total strength which goes into the k , band.^ £(<,) showsJ U
that transitions to members of the ground state band
are not necessarily favored but that a sizeable fraction
is transferred to members of the excited bands. For
n o a
example, in the stripping reaction Ne+ a-* Mg transitions 
to the ground state band are only 15% of the total 
stripping strength.
C. Experimental Results
Multi-nucleon transfer reaction experiments with 
^Li projectiles furnish a selective probe with which 
to study the structure of light ds shell nuclei. Studying 
a-particle transfers induced by reactions of the type 
(®Li,d) or (d,^Li) are the most useful because ®Li is 
the lightest projectile available for alpha particle
15
stripping and the transferred nucleons are a tightly 
4
bound (Os) , S=T=0 cluster with a simple well defined 
structure. This reduces to a minimum the structural 
complications associated with the multi-particle character 
of the transferred group of nucleons. When all factors, 
including experimental convenience, spectroscopic strength 
and ease of analysis of results are considered, the 
(®Li,d) reaction should be the most useful for extracting 
reliable structure information.
Many efficient distorted wave Born approximations
12(DWBA) codes, e.g., the zero range code DWUCK and the
13 14finite range code LOLA, ' are available for analyzing 
heavy ion alpha particle transfer data. These codes 
make it possible to compare experimental results with 
theoretical predictions based on nuclear models. One 
usually assumes that if the experimental angular distribu­
tion is well fitted via DWBA calculations the reaction 
proceeds entirely by direct alpha transfer. The alpha 
particle transfer strength is expressed in the form of 
an experimental spectroscopic factor defined as the ratio 
of the experimental cross section to a DWBA cross section.
(da/dfi)
SeXP *
In principle SQXp can be compared directly with a 
theoretical spectroscopic factor S produced by calculations
16
based on a nuclear model. The accuracy of the result 
is limited by uncertainties in (do/df2)DWBA due to the 
approximate nature of the theory and by ambiguities in 
the input parameters. Exact finite range DWBA calcula­
tions produce absolute cross sections that are very sensi­
tive to the values of several input parameters. For 
example, an increase of 1 0 % in the radius parameter of 
the bound state wave function may double the cross section 
with little change in the angular distribution. ^ 5 '^"6 
Absolute strengths calculated via DWBA are very unreliable
because of this strong dependence of the calculated cross
15 16sections on the bound state parameters. ' Many dis­
cussions of DWBA theory and the required input parameters
17—19can be found in the literature.
IB 6Anantaraman and others have studied 0( Li,d) and
2 0 2 2 6  6
' N e ( Li,d) reactions with a 32.0 MeV Li beam from
the Rochester MP tandem accelerator."*"6'2^ Their angular
distributions were limited to angles below 0 = 60°. The
shapes of their measured angular distributions were
characteristic of a direct transfer of an a-cluster.
They performed an exact finite range DWBA analysis with
21the code LOLA using a set of optical model parameters
40determined from elastic scattering on Ca.
The relative spectroscopic strengths, SQXp, were 
calculated and normalized to unity for the ground state 
to ground state transitions. A comparison of these
17
strengths with theoretical predictions based on the SU(3)
3 21-23pure symmetry model and the 3 -j coupled shell model
are shown in Tables 2 and 3. The theoretical predictions 
are in good agreement with each other and with the experi­
mental results. As predicted, for 2 ®Ne(®Li,d) the 2+
24level of the ground state band in Mg is much more
strongly populated than the 4+ level whereas the opposite
18 6is true for the excited K=2 band. For 0( Li,d) the
+ + 222 and 4 levels of the ground state band of Ne are
not as strongly populated relative to the 0 + level as
model calculations predict. The discrepancy between
experiment and theory in the strengths for the 2+ (1.27 
+
MeV) and 4 {3.36 MeV) levels has been explored further
by Anantaraman. This discrepancy disappeared when he
analyzed 38 MeV data with known particle-hole components
in the ^ 0  ground state wave function. He suggested
that core polarization may be significant and with the
2432 MeV data other reaction modes may be significant.
25Oelert and others have studied the four nucleon
6 24transfer reaction (d, Li) on Mg with an 80 MeV deuteron 
beam from the Jiilich Isochronous Cyclotron (JULIC) . The 
angular range for detecting reaction products was typically 
8 ° - 3 5 0  lab. The analysis of their data was done with 
the exact finite range code LOLA. A description of the 
input parameters used with the code is in Ref. 26. A 
comparison of their experimental spectroscopic strengths
18
26with detailed shell model calculation of Bennett and 
the S U (3) pure symmetry calculations of Draayer2 are 
shown in Table 4. The spectroscopic strengths are 
normalized to the ground state transition spectroscopic 
strength which itself is given relative to the 2 0 Ne*>1 ^O+a 
ground state transition. For members of the ground state 
band (0+ , 2+ , 4+ , 6 + and 8 + at 0.0, 1.634, 4.248, 8.777, 
and 11.949 MeV, respectively) there is satisfactory agree­
ment between the experimental results and theoretical 
predictions. In general the experimental relative spectro­
scopic strengths are about a factor of 2 larger than 
the theoretical ones.
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Figure Captions
1 . For a direct reaction, X nucleons are transferred 
from the projectile a = b + X onto the target A, 
leaving the rediual nucleus B = A + X in either 
its ground state or an excited state.
A(a,b)B
Figure 1
21
Table Captions
2
1 . EAn&sj *D A+x^  as defined by equation 2 . 8  for
a-transfers among stable ds-shell nuclei. The 
£
An£sj factors are from ref. 3 and the SU(6)/SU(3)
and SU(4)ST factors of the four particle CFP are from
ref. 2 .
2. Relative spectroscopic strengths for 2 0 Ne(6 Li,d) 2 4 Mg.
18 6 223. Relative spectroscopic strengths for 0{ Li,d) Ne.
4. Relative spectroscopic strengths for 2 4 Mg(d,6 Li) 2 0 Ne.
Table 1
Stripping J' for KJ ■ 0 J* for Kj ■ 2 j1 for Kj - 4
A(xp )0 +*B U  V > 0 2 4 6 8 H K j) 2 4 6 8 ! « , ) 4 6 8 K I t j )
180 ( 0 0 ) .22Ne(82) (0 .4 1 ) 0 .7 7 0 .3 6 0 .0 4 0 .0 7 27 0 .0 0 0 .0 6 0 .3 3 1 .2 3 73
2ttHe<80)-*2<Hg(84) (0 .4 9 ) 0 .1 8 0 .0 0 0 .1 5 0 .0 0 15 0 .0 5 0 .4 6 0 .7 1 0 .0 5 43 0 .0 0  0 .0 4 0 .8 0  43
22Be(82)-*28Mg(48) (0 .2 8 ) 0 .2 4 0 .1 2 0 .0 6 0 .0 3 27 0 .0 5 0 .0 1 0 .0 0 0 .0 0 2 0 .7 5  0 .2 6 0 .1 0  71
Pickup J for Kj ” 0 J for Kj » 2
B<lV>0+»A(Xli) 0 2 4 6 8 HKj) 2 4 6 8 Z(Kj)
22Be(80)-.l80(40) (0.41) 0.00 2.2B
24Mg(B4)*20Ne(80) (0.49) 0.13 0.80 1.84 1.02 100
2*Wg(4B)+22He<S2) (0.28) 0.77 0.11 0.21 1.53 42 1.32 0.23 0.17 3.29 58
ro
fO
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TABLE 2
. (MeV) J17 K(Ay) Sexp(6Li'd>a S[SU(3) ]b S (KUO
0 . 0 0+ 0(84) 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0
1.37 2 + 0(84) 0.42 0.37 0.44
4.12 4+ 0(84) 0.03 0 . 0 0 0.04
4.24 2 + 2(84) 0.13 0.05 0 . 0 2
6 . 0 1 4+ 2(84) 0.28 0.46 0.29
6.43 0 + 0(46) 3.87 0 . 8 6 0.84
7.35 2+ 0(46) 0.37 0 . 2 2 0.05
8 . 1 2 6+ 0(84) 0.09+0.04 0.15 0 . 0 0
8.65 2+ - 0 . 2 2 - -
From Ref. 16.
b) Pure SU(3) symmetry limit using K(Xy) quantum 
numbers. Ref. 3.
c) Shell model calculations using KUO interaction. 
Ref. 23.
24
TABLE 3
3 (MeV)A J* K (Xy) S (6 Li,d)a exp '' S[SU (3)]b S(KUO)C
0 . 0 0 0 + 0(82) 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0
1.27 2 + 0(82) 0.32 0.77 0.76
3.36 4 + 0(82) 0 . 1 0 0.36 0.40
4.46 2 + 1(63) 0.08 0.24 0 . 0 0
5.36 2+ 2(82) 0.04 0 . 0 0 -
5.52 4+ 1(63) 0.04 0.65 0.06
5.91 3" - 0.03 - -
6 . 1 2 2+ - very small - -
6.24 0+ 0(44) 0 . 8 6 <0.95 -
6.31 6 + 0(82) unresolved 0.04 0.04
6.34 4+ 2(82) unresolved 0.06 -
7.34 0+ - 0.75 - -
7.63 2+ - 0.30 - -
7.72 3“ - 0 . 1 2 - -
8.14 2 + _ 0.16 _
a) From Ref. 20.
b) Pure SU(3) symmetry limit using (Xy) quantum numbers. 
Ref. 3.
c) Shell model calculations using KUO interaction. Ref. 23.
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TABLE 4
Ex (MeV) J* K(Xy) S (d,Li6)a exp ' ' SISU(3) ]b S(CW) C
0 . 0 0 0 + 0(80) 0.45 0.49 0.59
1.63 2 + 0(80) 0.35 0.13 0 . 2 0
4.25 4 + 0(80) 0.96 0.80 0.41
8.78 6 + 0 (80) 0.82 1.84 0.71
11.95 8 + 0(80) 0.64 1 . 0 2 0.32
6.72 0 + 0(42) <0 . 1 0.90 0.09
7.42 2 + 0(42) <0 . 0 2 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 1
9.99 4 + 0(42) 0.43 1.62 0 . 2 0
a) From Ref. 25.
b) Pure SU{3) symmetry limit using K(Xy) quantum number. 
Ref. 2 and 3.
c) Shell model calculations using Chung Wildenthal inter­
action. Ref. 26.
CHAPTER III
FUNDAMENTALS OF' SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION METHODS
A. Moments and Distributions
There has been steady progress in attempts to give 
a microscopic description of nuclear structure in the frane- 
work of the conventional shell model. For most micro­
scopic models there are severe limitations on the 
dimensionalities of the vector spaces in which one can 
work. The dimensionalities of the matrices to be con­
structed and diagonalized are often too large even for the best of 
modem computers. Spectral distribution methods offer an 
alternative to the conventional approach for studying
6 - 9
nuclear structure. These methods do not consider the
detailed spectrum of the Hamiltonian operator nor detailed 
strengths for various processes. They deal instead with 
distributions associated with these quantities, examining 
these distributions in terms of their moments.
We assume, as in almost all spectroscopy, that our 
model space is a space generated by distributing m 
particles over N single particle states and that we have 
available effective interactions and effective operators
which act in the model space. The dimensionality of our
N 27-29model space is d(m) = ( ). It has been shown thatm
a central limit theorem (CLT) is operable in a many
26
27
particle model space. As a consequence of this CLT, in 
the limit of large particle number, the smooth eigenvalue 
distribution of most conventional nuclear Hamiltonians 
in the model space is very close to Gaussian. This 
distribution is essentially determined by the two lowest 
moments of the Hamiltonian.
M1 (m) = <H>m = “ e(m) (3,1)
M 2 (m) * <H2>m - = e2 (m) + a2 (m) (3.2)
where d(m) is the dimensionality of the model space and 
the superscript m denotes that the space is an m-particle 
space. In (3.1), (3.2) and throughout the rest of this 
thesis, we use the convention that a single bracket < > 
denotes the average of the expectation values of the 
operator over a complete set of states in the space,
whereas a double bracket «>> denotes the trace. e(m) and 
a(m) are the centroid and width of the energy spectrum.
We can partition our model space into subspaces.
As a result of the CLT the eigenvalue density of any 
operator acting in our subspaces will be close to Gaussian, 
thus the density for the whole space becomes a super­
position of Gaussians. One of the simplest decompositions 
comes from dividing the N single particle states into
28
SL
orbits, N-*N1 ,N2 /N3.. .N^. Here N = Z N^ where N^ _ is
th i— 1
the number of states in the i orbit. Next we assign
the m particles to the various orbits, nmn^,m2, • • .xn^
where m. is the number of particles in the i ^  orbit 
1 I
and m = E m,. Each configuration is then defined by a 
i=l _ 1
partition 3i = [m-j^n^,.. .m^] . As an example consider
(ds) 1 2  for which N=24, m=12 and d(m)= 2,704,156. Now
the ds shell can be divided into three orbits dg/2 '
d 3 ^ 2 and s-jy2 for which ^=12, N2 = 8 , and N3 =4. The m=12
particles can be distributed among the three orbits 45
12different ways, that is, the (ds) space can be de­
composed into 4 5 configurations.
If the model space is partitioned according to a 
particular group symmetry then the subspaces or configura­
tions will be labelled by the irreducible representations 
of the group. The moments of the distributions will be a 
function of operators that are group invariants. The con­
figuration moments can be used to study the goodness of 
the group symmetry and the admixing of different 
representations.3 8 3 2  Using a procedure due to Ratcliff8 
the moments can also be used to determine for a given 
nucleus, the ground state and low energy spectrum.
29
B. The Central Limit Theorem
The Gaussian behavior of the model space eigenvalue 
density has been known for some years and is by now well
For a "dilute" system of non-interacting particles, one 
with m<<N where N is the number of single particle states, 
the energies for different particles are additive and 
independent since there is no effective Pauli principle 
as N-w. The m-particle density Pm (E) is simply the in­
fold convolution of the single particle density with 
itself
Then by the most elementary version of the central limit
theorem, pm -*■ Gaussian for large m. m
For interacting particles the energies are not 
additive because of the effect of the interactions, and 
thus the straightforward convolution argument fails and 
the density may or may not be Gaussian. In this case one
27-29understood. The CLT requirements are that the
33variables be additive and statistically independent.
= Pi a pi a Pi a ... a p1 [e] (3.3)
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considers the shape of the density for an ensemble of
Hamiltonians instead of a single Hamiltonian and then
shows that the ensemble density is the characteristic
form for all but a negligible fraction of the Hamiltonians
in the ensemble. The ensemble is a Gaussian Orthogonal
Ensemble of two-body interactions, that is, the two-body
matrix elements are statistically independent and distri-
29buted by a zero-centroid Gaussian law. It is found that 
the ensembled averaged density becomes Gaussian for large 
particle numbers (about m=4 particles) and that only a 
negligible fraction of the members give deviant densities. 
For most Hamiltonians then we have effectively a CLT for 
interacting as well as noninteracting particles. We can 
conclude that most of the nuclear Hamiltonians which give 
reasonable agreement with experimental data are 
characteristic members of the ensemble and therefore, for 
large particle number, their eigenvalue density is close to 
Gaussian.
C. Polynomial Expansions for Expectation 
Values and Strength Functions
In this section we will briefly discuss the general 
theory of strength distributions and sum rule quantities 
for various excitation operators.
Let H be the Hamiltonian for the nuclear system and 
0 be an excitation operator which induces transitions
31
0  . ,|W> -»■ |W'> between starting states |W> and final states
|W>. Then the microscopic transition strength is defined 
9as
R(W,W') = |<W'|0|W> | 2 (3.4)
where we label the states by their energies and where 
the |w> states span the initial model subspace (an eigen- 
space of H) and the |w'> the final model subspace.
Depending on the nature of the excitation, the initial and 
final states may be taken as belonging to the same model 
subspace or different model subspaces. The p^*1 order
Q
energy weighted sum rule associated with 0 is defined as 
the expectation value of the moment operator, Mp = 0 +H^ 0
M_(W) = E R(W',W)(W')p 
P w .
= JI ’ (W1) (W')P R(W’,W)dW'
= <W|0+HP0|W> (3.5)
where I'(W') is the eigenstate density in the final state 
space. If d and d* are the dimensionalities of the initial 
and final state spaces then the eigenstate densities of the 
initial and final state spaces are given by
32
I(W) = dp(W) = Z 6 (W.-W) 
i 1
I'(W') = d ’p(W') = Z 6 (W!-W) (3.6)
i 1
where p(W) and p(W') are the initial and final probability 
densities. Using (3.6) the transition strength can be 
written as
R(W,W') *= T^'tW1)' <W|0+6(H-W)0|w>
= T H W ’T K W )  <0+S<H-W')O6(H-W)>“ (3.7)
thLikewise the p order energy weighted sum rule can be 
written as
M (W) = «?+Hp £>6 (H-W) >m (3.8)
Associated with each non-negative-definite density 
p(W) is a unique set of orthonormal polynomials P^(W) and 
Pp(W') such that**"*
[Pp (W)Pv (W)p(W)dW = (3.9)
p(W) Z P (H)P (W) = 5 (H-W) (3.10)
33
with similar relations between p(W') and P^(W'). These 
polynomials can be constructed explicitly in terms of 
the density moments
Mp = jp(W)WPdW = <HP>m . (3.11)
The polynomial of order p requires density moments of 
orders up to 2 p and is given by
IDvVill/2Vw)
1 « ! * * • . . .
!1 m 2 . . . Mp+1
[p - l Mp * * *'• • •  M2 p - 1
1 W . . . (3.12)
where is the determinant with the last row replaced by
[M^, »* **M 2 y^* T**e first two polynomials are
P (W) = 1 ,  P,(W) = (W-e)/o o 1 (3.13)
where e=M^ is the centroid and a = is the variance.
When the density is Gaussian, i.e.,
2
P(W) =
/2ttctZ
exp (W -e )
2o:
(3.14)
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the polynomial (W) are related to the Hermite polynomials
Hp by
P p ( M )  =  V I  H e  [ ( W - e ) / a J  ( 3 . 1 5 )
where
He (x) = 2" y / 2  H (x//2)
M r
When the density is of the chi-squared type, the P^ 
are related to the Laguerre polynomials. For a discrete 
density distribution the number of polynomials is finite 
and equal to the number of distinct eigenvalues.
Substituting (3.10) in (3.7) and (3.8) yields poly­
nomial expansions for the strength function and for the 
expectation value of an arbitrary operator K, not
Q
necessarily the moment operator Mp ,
R(W',W) = (dd1 ) - 1  2 <<0+P'(H)0P (H)>>m P', (W’)P„(W)
VIV M
(3.16)
<W|K|W> = K(W) = E <KP (H)>m P (W) . (3.17)
v V
With K = 0+Hp0 (3.17) becomes a polynomial expansion for 
't.hthe p order energy weighted Siam rule M (W) . Multiplying
XT
the LHS of (3.16) by I'fW’) and then integrating we get
35
JI' {W')R(W' ,W) = Z <0+0P (H) >m P (W) (3.18)
J v
the non-energy weighted (NEW) sum rule quantity. Thus 
the replacement of K with 0+0 in (3.17) gives us the NEW 
sum rule. Equations (3.16)-(3.18) are formally exact.
9
It can be shown that when the density is Gaussian and 
remains so under H-*H+aK for infinitesimal a, then only 
the zero'th and first order polynomial in these expansions 
contribute. Thus in the CLT limit (3.16) and (3.17) can 
be approximated by
K(W) CLT <K>m + <K(H-e)>TO * (3.19)
R(W,W') CLT (d')_1 [<0+0>m + <0+ (H-e')0>m (W'~e'}
+ < 0 + 0 (H-e) >m —
a
+ <0+ (H-e 1 )0 (H-e) >m tW-e)l (3.20)
a'a J
Equations (3.19) and (3.20) can also be derived by a
34linear response theory.
For very large spaces the CLT approximations will 
not be sufficiently accurate in the ground state domain 
and consequently correction terms are required. Of
course we could achieve better accuracy by adding higher 
order terms to the general expansions (3.16), (3.17).
The traces required for these corrections, however, become 
rapidly harder and harder to evaluate as the order in­
creases. A straightforward solution is provided by con­
figuration partitioning, i.e., partitioning the model 
space into subspaces. The configuration densities (the 
density of each subspace) are to some extent localized 
in the spectrum and it is natural to introduce ortho­
normal polynomials for each configuration and produce the 
overall result by combining the contributions of all the 
configurations. Each configuration term looks after a 
part of the total spectrum and when many such configura­
tions are present, one gets high accuracy even with low
order polynomials. With configuration partitioning
g
(3.16) and (3.17) can be written as 
I-> (w)
K (W) = £ rm-(wT  K(W: m) (3.21)
m m
where
37
RfW'm' ;Wm) R(W’fn' ;Win) (3.23)
where
R(W'in'; Win) - (d^ . )-1 E<0+ (in'-in) P (TO* )(H)OP (m) (H)>m
m y v
P (in') (W*)P,(in) (W) (3.24)v
The superscripts and subscripts m and m' label the sub­
spaces and indicate that the corresponding quantities 
should be evaluated in that subspace. The polynomials 
used above are determined by their configuration den­
sities. In the configuration traces there is no 
restriction on the intermediate states. All the correla 
tion and interference effects are thus properly included and the 
result is formally exact. The CLT result is obtained by 
including all polynomials of order <1; thus (y,v) = 
(0,0), (0,1), (1,0), (1,1).
In this thesis, the alpha particle spectroscopic 
amplitudes will be evaluated in the CLT limit of the 
polynomial expansion scheme. Our initial and final 
state model space will be partitioned according to the
supermultiplet symmetry group. Recently, for electro-
9 35magnetic excitation operators and allowed beta decay,
detailed comparison with shell model results have shown
the success of the CLT limit expansion.
CHAPTER IV
STATISTICAL APPROXIMATIONS TO MODEL INTERACTIONS
A . Theory
In this chapter we show how by partitioning a model
space according to group symmetries it is possible to
construct simple approximations for all effective inter- 
31 36actions. ' The approximations are in terms of simple 
operators which have physical significance, for example» 
an expansion of H in terms of the quadrupole-quadrupole 
and pairing operators. Such expansions can yield physical 
insight into the types of forces that dominate an inter­
action, provide a measure for the "goodness" of symmetries, 
and offer an opportunity to simplify and extend model 
calculations. These approximations will be useful in 
our statistical spectroscopy study of alpha particle 
spectroscopic strengths.
The formal operations of statistical spectroscopy
Nare concerned with the (m ) dimensional vector space formed
6 8by distributing m fermions overN single particle states. ' 
If |a(k)> labels a k-particle state vector and < o t ( k )  J 
its adjoint, then the set of all |a(k)><B(k)| form a 
basis in terms of which any k-body operator defined in 
the model space can be expanded
38
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0(k) = £ <ct(k) |0(k) |B(k)>|ct(k)><3(k) |
aB
(4.1)
To compare operators acting in the space we assign to 
each a norm. The norm must be compatible with the unitary 
norm used for the state vectors of the system. Thus 
it must be defined in such a way that the norm of the 
sum of two operators is not greater than the sums of 
their norms and that the norm of the product of two 
operators will not be greater than the product of the
7
norms. These requirements are met by the Euclidean norm 
defined by
Euclidean norm is the inner product of an operator with 
itself, a notion that can be extended to define operator
can be used to measure the similarity of the operators. 
This measure is provided by the correlation coefficient
< < 0 .0.>>
\ \ 0 \ \ 2 = Tr(0+0) = « 0 +0 » m = d(m) <0+0>m (4.2)
where << >>m denotes a trace over all m-particle states 
d(m) in number, and <>m the corresponding average. The
orthogonality. Two operators 0 0 ^ are orthogonal if 
< 0 ^ 0 = 0. The inner product of two operators 0 ^ , 0 j
(4.3)
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The numerical value of the correlation coefficient lies 
between -1 and +1. Typically a correlation with | ^  |^ 0 .6 
indicates a close similarity’ between the operators. In 
general norms and correlation coefficients are particle 
number dependent. When each operator transforms irreduc- 
ibly under the group of unitary transformations among 
single particle basis states, the dependence on particle 
number divides out. The correlation coefficient may 
also be regarded geometrically as the cosine of the angle 
between 0 ^ and 0
The set of all independent k-body hermitian
operators (all operators considered will be hermitian)
acting on the model space forms a finite-dimensional
37linear vector space. Thus we can set up a basis of
operators in the model space, construct an orthogonal
basis by a Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process and 
obtain an expansion of any given operator acting within 
the model space in terms of a complete, linearly in­
dependent set of basis operators. Thus if 0 = iO-^,
0 2 ' ^ 3 s u c *1 a setr any operator H can be expanded
as
H = a ^  + a20 2 + ... aA0£ + X (4.4)
The coefficients a^ can be determined in terms of the 
traces <<H0^>> and < < 0 ^ 0 ^>> by solving the system of
41
equations
i = 1 , 2 9 * • • (4.5)
If the set 0 = {0^} spans the space then X vanishes and 
Eq. (4.4) represents an exact expansion of H. If the 
set is incomplete then the norm of H-X compared to the 
norm of H provides a measure for the completeness of 
the expansion. Eq. (4.4) can also be interpreted as 
the projection of H onto the subspace spanned by the
As a consequence of the central limit theorem, the 
smooth eigenvalue density for most Hamiltonians acting 
in the model space will be close to Gaussian. This eigen­
value distribution can be determined once the lower order 
moments of the Hamiltonian are known. The first order 
moment is the centroid e, which fixes the location of 
the spectrum
set {0 ±}.
e  (m) = d *"1 (m) <<H>>m = <H>m (4.6)
2
The second order central moment, o , is the variance
a2 (m) = d 1 (m)<<(H-e(m))2>>m = <(H-e(m))2>m (4.7)
The width, a(m), is a Euclidean norm and thus a natural
42
measure of the size of an operator.
The states of the model space belong to the anti­
symmetric irreducible representation irrep [lm ] of the 
group U(N) of unitary transformation among the N single 
particle states, and can be classified according to the 
irreps of subgroups of U(N). For each subgroup GDU(N) 
it is possible to construct an operator that reproduces 
the traces of the Hamiltonian H in all irreps of the 
group G contained in the irreps [lm ] of U(N). Such an
mp
operator is called a trace-equivalent operator, H (G).
TEThe operator H (G) will be obtained as a linear com­
bination of one-body and two-body operators (constructed 
from the group generators) that are group scalars in 
G.
The scalar trace of H is given by
<<H>>m = Z <mx|H|mx> = d(m)<H>m (4.8)
x
Nwhere the sum is over all states, d(m) = (m) in number,
belonging to the irrep [lm ] of U(N). The sum is a U(N)
contraction so only those parts of H that are proportional
to U(N) scalars contribute. The only scalar under U(N)
TEis n, the number operator, so H will be a polynomial
function of degree two in n and will reproduce the average
of H in the (0+1+2) particle space as well as the m>2
/
particle space. Thus we have
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HTE(U(N)) = a 1 + a2n + a 3n2 (4.9)
where the aa can be determined from matrix inversion 
(Eq. (4.5)) or from input averages in the (0+1+2) particle 
spaces. Hence
HTE(U(N>) = [(1-n)(2-n)/2]<H>°
+ [n(2-n)]<H> 1
+ [n(n-l)/2]<H> 2 (4.10)
0 1 2 where <H> , <H> and <H> are input averages.
When we partition the model space according to the 
direct product decomposition U(NOu(p)BU(q) where pq=N 
(for the isospin group p = N/2, q = 2) the subspaces 
are labelled according to the irreps of U(q)[U(p)3 con­
tained in the irreps [lm ] of U(N). For a fermion system 
the irreps of U(q) and U(p) are conjugate to one another, 
thus any state belonging to an irrep of U(q) also belongs 
to the conjugate irrep of U(p). The traces of interest 
are of the type
<<H>>rar = I <mrx||H||mrx> 
x
= d(mr)<H>mr (4.11)
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The sum is over all equivalent irreps, d(mr) in number,
that carry the label [mr], of U(p) which because of the
antisymmetry requirements for fermions implies a sum
over basis states of the conjugate irrep[mr] of U(q).
If the sum is a U (q) tU (p) ] contraction then the trace
TEequivalent operator H (U(P)) will be a polynomial function
of one and two body operators constructed from generators
of the complementary group U(p)[U(q)]. For scalars in
TEU(p), the operator H (U(P)) will be a polynomial function
of the invariants of the group U (p). For non-scalars
of tensorial rank A in U(p), the trace quivalent operator 
TEH will be a polynomial function of the invariants of 
U(p) plus any tensors of rank A constructed from generators 
of U(p). A consequence of the requirement that the U(p) 
and U(q) irreps be conjugate to one another is that any 
scalar operator that reproduces traces of H in U(q) also 
reproduces traces of H in U(p).
For the decomposition U(N)DO(p)fiU(q) with U(p) 
further reduced with respect to the group K and U(q) 
reduced with respect to the group L (for the S U (3)/SU(4)ST 
symmetry in the (ds) shell N=24, p=6 , q=4, K=SU<3), L=
SU(4)DSUg(2)»SUT (2)) the subspaces are labelled according 
to the irreps of U(p) and K and U(q) and L contained 
in the antisymmetric irrep[lm ] of U(N). For K scalars 
and sums over basis states of an irrep of U(q), i.e., 
over equivalent U(p) irreps, the trace equivalent operator
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TEH (k /L) will be a function of the invariants of U(p), the 
invariants of K and other K scalars one can form from 
the generators of U(p). Scalars in U(p) are necessarily 
scalars in K but not vice versa, hence in propagating 
K scalars in U(p) one would in general need non-invariant 
U(p) operators.
If are the operators necessary to reproduce
the trace of H in every subspace, labelled g, of the 
model space then
HT E (G) = * ! < > !  + a 2 °2 + *’* a£°£ (4.12)
with
<H>g = e(g) = <HT E (G)>g (4.13)
The coefficients a^ can be determined from matrix in­
version (see Eq. (4.5)) or from input averages in the 
defining space irreps. Eq. (4.12) represents a partial 
expansion of H in terms of operators that reproduce sub­
space centroids. The norm of HTE (G) compared to the norm 
of H is a measure for completeness of the expansion.
The set of operators { 0a> preserves the group symmetry 
thus the ratio | jH^fG) 11/| |h| | is a measure of the goodness 
of the symmetry.
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2
The centroid e(m) and the variance o (m) of the
m-particle model space are related to the subspace
2
centroids e(g) and variance a (g) by
(4.14)
a2(m) = 2 {°2W  + (e(m)-e(g) )2} (4.15)
where d(g) is the dimensionality of the subspace labelled
g and d(m) is the dimensionality of the m-particle model
space. The first term in Eq. (4.15) is the average
variance of the subspaces and is associated with the
spreading H generates within the subspaces whereas the
second term is associated with a displacement of the
subspace centroids, e(g), from the model space centroid,
TEe(m). The trace equivalent operator, H (G), reproduces
2
only that part of a (m) associated with the displacement
TEof the subspace centroids. One can extend H (G) such that 
its width contains some spreading. This is done by ex­
panding the total Hamiltonian minus its trace equivalent 
part in terms of some additional traceless operators.
The operators are made traceless in every irrep of the
subgroup G in order to preserve the group structure built 
TEinto H (G). If Q^, i = l,2,...p are our additional 
operators then the extended trace-equivalent approximation 
becomes
where as before the coefficients can be determined 
by matrix inversion. If these additional operators pre­
serve the symmetry they generate internal spreading,
2
for example, L when G - SU{3). If they do not, for 
example, the orbital number operator Z nr when G =
SU(3), they are symmetry breaking and generate external 
spreading, external because of coupling among subspaces 
gVg.
B. Shell Model Examples
43The SO(3) symmetry was suggested by Elliott to 
describe the collective rotational effects in light nucle 
These collective features manifest themselves not only 
in the energy level spacings but also in the transition 
probabilities between levels. States constructed ac­
cording to the SU(3) scheme possess many of the gross 
properties of states of light (A<24) nuclei.
In the ds shell, the SU(3) group is obtained by 
first partitioning the model space into its space and 
spin-isospin parts, U(24)DU(6)fiU(4), and then by further 
reducing U{6 ) with respect to SU(3). The subspaces are 
labelled by {m[f],a(Ay)} where [f] is the label for U(6 ) 
irreps and (Ay) labels the SU(3) irreps. The a is used
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to distinguish multiple occurrences of a given (Ay) in 
a specific [f ]. The trace equivalent operator with respect 
to the SU(3) group in the ds shell of a (0+1+2)-body 
Hamiltonian will be a polynomial function of the zero, 
one and two body invariants of U(4) and SU(3). Thus 
we have
where is the casmir invariant of U(4) and C 2 is the 
casmir invariant of SU(3). The coefficients a areOt
determined from the five input centroids of the (0 +1 +2 ) 
particle defining space. Thus for the BK interaction
HTE(SU(3))
2
a^ + a2n + a3n + a^G2 + a5C2 (4.17)
HT E (SU(3)) = |  (n-1) (n-2)e(0[0], (00))
- n(n-2 )e(1 [1 J,(2 0 ))
+ ^ 2  [2n(7n-15)-6G2+C2le(2[l2] , (40))
+ [4n(n+21)-12G2 -C2 ]e(2[l2] , (02)
+ [n(n-5)+G2 ]e(2[2] , (21)) (4.18)
where the input centroids e(m[f],(Ay)) are 0.0, -2.302, 
-8.333, -6.130, -4.056 MeV for the 0, 1, 2 particle 
defining space irreps, respectively. G2 has eigenvalue
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f2+fj+f3 +^4 +3 fi+^2 ~^3 ” 3 ^ 4 w^ere tf] is the conjugate
of [fj and Cj has eigenvalue 4 ( X+y+3) ( X+y)-4 Xy. For 
6 24(ds) the (g ) = 134596 dimensional model space breaks
into 90 subspaces under SU(3) partitioning and the width
of HT E (SU(3)) is about 69% of the width of the full
BK interaction. In Fig. 2 the width of HTE(SU(3)) is
plotted as continuous function of particle number and
is compared with the widths of the BK interaction.
TEH (SU(3)) does not take account of spin and isospin 
splittings and moreover, within a given (Xy), all L- 
values are degenerate. This can be corrected and the
approximation extended with symmetry preserving operators
2 2 2 6 L , S , and T . For the BK interaction and (ds) we
find
H 1 (SU(3)) = HT E (SU(3)) + 0.132[L2-L2TE(SU(3))]
0.028 [T2 -T2T E (SU(3))]
- 0.628[S2-S2TE(SU(3))] (4.19)
2 2 2where the operators L , S , and T were made traceless 
with respect to the SU(3) group. This approximation, 
which generates about 74% of the total width of H, is 
also plotted in Fig. 2. A large part of the remaining 
width is due to the splitting of the single particle
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orbitals. When we extend H'(SU(3)) to include the orbital nunber
operators, Z n , the width increases to about 96% thus 
r
showing the importance of single particle shell structure.
36 20In Figs. 3 and 4 excitation spectra for Ne and
22
Ne generated by the H'(SU(3)) of Eq. (4.19), labelled SU3,
and the extension including the Z nr , labelled SU3+SPE,
r
are given alongside the corresponding experimental and
20BK results. For Ne the SU3 approximation produced
a ground state about 4 MeV higher than that produced
by the BK interaction and about 2 MeV higher than the
SU3+SPE approximation. The SU3+SPE approximation re-
+ + +produced almost exactly the 6 ^, 2^, and 8  ^ states while
the 4* and 0* states of H 1 (SU(3)) lie about 1 and 2 MeV higher, 
respectively, than for H itself. In the SU3 approxima­
tion the 0+, 2*, 4*, 6 ^, and 8 ^ are from [f] (Xy ) = [4] (80) , 
the 0 ^, ^ 2 3 ^rom ^ 2 ), and the 0 ^* 2  ^ doublet
from [31] (61). The degeneracies are of two types, one 
for multiple occurrences of the same L in a given (Xy), 
for example the 13 MeV 2^ 3 doublet. The second is for 
different J values but all from the same L,S coupled 
states, for example the 14.5 MeV 0+ , 2+ doublet from
(Xy) = (61) with L=l, S=1. The qualitative features
22 20 for Ne, Fig. 4, are very similar to those for Ne.
22The SU3 approximation produced the ground state of Ne 
about 5.8 MeV higher than the BK interaction and about 
4.5 MeV higher than the SU3+SPE approximation. The SU3+SPE
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states lie on the average about 1.5 MeV higher than the 
BK interaction. In the SU3 limit the 0*, 2* 4* ,
X 1 / 4  1 / 4
and 6 ^ 2 states of 22Ne are from [42](82). The 0*, 2^
+ +and 2^, 43 degeneracies are from [411](90).
In Tables 5 and 6 we compare eigenstate overlaps
20and BE2 transition strengths for Ne generated using
the BK interaction and the SU3+SPE and SU3 approximations.
22In Tables 7 and 8 we make similar comparison for Ne.
20For Ne the yrast eigenstates of BK have a large overlap
with eigenstates belonging to the (Xy) = (80) configuration/
77%, 82%, 76% for 0^, 2^, 4* respectively. For the 02 3
states the SU(3) overlaps drop to 45% and 7%. Though
the 2+ overlap matrix is close to diagonal, it is clear
that the BK 4* 3 states are not doublets of (Xy) = (42).
The sum of the projections to the first five levels is
greater than 85% except for the 22 and 4^ states of SU3
for which the sums are 58% and 67% respectively. For 
20Ne the SU3 limit produced zero E2 strength among states 
belonging to different (Xy) representations. This is 
because the E2 operator is a generator of the SU(3) 
symmetry group. The E2 strengths among states belonging 
to the same (Xy) representation agree reasonably well 
with the BK results. In general the approximations pre­
dicted strong transitions that are strong and weak transi­
tions that are weak.
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22The qualitative features of Ne are very similar 
20to those of Ne. The overlaps and BE2 strengths for 
states belonging to (Xu)=(82) agree reasonably well with 
the BK results. The overlaps for otj 2 an^ ^3 * 4^ states 
are very small. Though the summed values are again large, 
showing the similarity in the gross if not the detailed 
structure.
The comparisons show that the microscopic details 
for the lowest members of each spin as generated using 
a realistic effective interaction can be reasonably well 
reproduced with the SU3 and SU3+SPE trace equivalent 
approximations. The width ratio is a good indication 
of the reliability. For other states level-by-level 
comparisons of eigenenergies, overlaps and BE2 strengths 
show some significant differences. Nonetheless, over 
a range of energy that includes several states, averaged 
results are in good agreement.
C. SU(3)/SU(4)ST Effective Operator
In our statistical spectroscopy study of alpha 
particle transfer strengths we will partition our model 
space according to the supermultiplet (SU(4)ST) and SU(3) 
symmetry groups. Recall that statistical spectroscopy 
relies on low order moments of the nuclear Hamiltonian 
H which under partitioning the space by a group symmetry 
are related to averages of powers of H over states
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belonging to irreps of the symmetry group. If H is a
(0 +1 +2 )-body operator then we can propagate averages
of H simultaneously in the irreps of the SU(4)ST and
37SU(3) symmetry groups. In the ds shell, the propaga­
tion is simple because the number of polynomial invariants 
equals the number of independent input irrep averages.
This can be demonstrated from Table 9 where we count 
the number of polynomial invariants and irreps in the
defining space. There are seven (0+1+2) body group in-
2 2 2 variants, namely, 1, n, n , C2, G2, S , T . Here G 2
is the casimir invariant of U(4). For zero particles
in the ds shell there is one irrep, [0]. For one particle
(m=l) in the ds shell there is one U(6 ) irrep, [1], with
a (Xy) of (2,0) and one U(4) irrep, [1], with a S=T=^.
The centroid of H in these two subspaces are equal because
of the conjugate relationship between the U(6 ) and U(4)
irrep. Thus for the m=l particle space there is only
one independent input irrep average. For two particles
(m=2 ) in the ds shell, there are three two particle irreps
of the SU(3) group denoted by 2 [l2 ] (2,1), 2[21 (4,0) and
2[2](0,2). In the case of the SU(4)ST group, there are
four two particle irreps denoted by 2 [2 ]1 1 , 2 [2 ]0 0 ,
” 2 ~2 2[1 ]10, and 2[1 ]01. The conjugate relationship between
the U(6 ) and U(4) irreps demand that the centroid of
2
H in the U(6 ) irrep [1 ] be equal to the centroid of 
H in the U(4) irrep [2] and the centroid of H in the 
U(6 ) irrep [2] be equal to the centroid of H in the U(4)
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2irrep [1 ]. Thus there are seven irrep averages in the 
m = 2  particle space but only five of them are independent. 
Therefore in the (0+1+2) particle space there are seven
independent input averages and seven polynomial invariants.
2
We cannot propagate averages of H (0+1+2+3+4-body operator) 
because the number of polynomial invariants is less than 
the number of independent irrep averages in the (0 +1 + 2  
+3+4)-particle defining space. Again this can be demon­
strated from Table 9. For three particles (m=3) in the 
ds shell, there are eight three particle irreps of the 
SU(3) group. There are three SU(3) irreps contained in 
the U (6 ) irrep [3], three SU(3) irreps in the U(6 ) irrep 
[21] and two SU(3) irreps in the U(6 ) irrep [l3]. In the 
case of the S O (4)ST group, there are six three particle 
irreps. There is one SU(4)ST irrep contained in the 
U (4) irrep [1 ], three SU(4)ST irreps in the U(4) irrep 
[21] and two SU(4)ST irreps in the 0(4) irrep [3]. The 
conjugate relationship between the 0 (6 ) and 0(4) irreps 
demands that the centroid of H in the 0 (6 ) irreps [3],
[2 1 ] and [l3] are equal, respectively to the centroids 
of H in the 0(4) irreps [l3], [21], and [3]. Thus there 
are fourteen irrep averages in the m=3 particle space 
but only eleven independent irrep averages. Following 
the same counting procedure we find that there are thirty- 
six SO(3) and SO(4)ST irrep averages in the m=4 particle 
space but only thirty-one of them are independent.
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Therefore in the (0+1+2+3+4) particle space there are 
fifty independent input averages but only thirty-two 
polynomial invariants.
41In cases where the propagation is not simple Draayer 
suggests one find the "optimum representation" for a 
restricted set of operators by requiring the norm of 
the approximation to be as large as possible, see Eqs.
(4.4-4.5). Parikh^® ^  and others have defined and evalu­
ated an "equivalent width". Here one would assume that 
for a given particle number m and SU(4) irrep [f] all 
widths for the various (Xu)ST multiplets are equal. In 
the present study we will approximate H using the theory 
outlined earlier by an effective H whose scalar width 
acounts for about 96% of the total width of H and whose 
SU{3)/SU(4)ST centroids and widths can be evaluated 
exactly.
C.l The S U (3)/SU(4)ST Symmetry
In the sd shell, the SU(3)/SU(4)ST symmetry group 
is obtained by the decompositions U(24)DU(6)flU(4) with 
the further decompositions U(6)DSU(3) and U(4)Z>SU(40 
SUg(2)asuT (2). The U(4) decomposition involves the direct 
product of spin and isospin SU(2) groups. The irreps 
are labelled by the quantum numbers {m[f]a(Xy);[f]$ST) 
where [f] labels the U(6 ) irreps and (Xy) labels the 
SU(3) irreps contained in [f ] . The a is used to
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distinguish multiple occurrences of a given (Xy) in a
specific [f ] . The [f] labels the U(4) irreps and ST
labels the SU(2) irreps contained in [f]. The 6 is used
to distinguish multiple occurrences of a given ST in
a specific [f]. We will omit the [f] label since it
is the conjugate of [f] and is obtained by interchanging
rows and columns of Young Tableau. For a (0+1+2)-body
H the invariants n r G 2 of U(4), C 2 of SU(3) and S2, T 2
of SU(2) form a basis for expanding the trace equivalent
37operator. Thus
HT E <SU(3)/SU(4)ST)= ax + a2n + a3 (”) + a4 G 2 + a 5C 2
+ agS 2 + a?T 2 (4.20)
Solving for the coefficients a^ by matrix inversion we 
get for the BK interaction
HT E (SU(3)/SU(4)ST) = -3.92n - 1.406(2) + 0.822G2
- 0.122C2 - 0.628S2 + 0.028T2
(4.21)
The trace equivalent operator can also be expressed in 
terms of the independent SU(3) and SU(4)ST defining
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37space averages
TE 1
H (SU(3)/SU(4)ST) = (n-1) (n-2) e(0[0]00)
- n (n-2 ) e(l[l]i \)
+ [2n(7n-15)-6G2 + C 2 + (S2 -T2)]
£(2[12] (4,0))
+ ^  [4n(n+21)-12G2 -C2 + ^  (S2 -T2) ] 
e(2 [l2] (0,2) )
+ \  (T2 -S2) e(2[l2 ]01)
+ -|g [-n2 -10(S2+T2 )+4G2] e(2[2]00)
+ [-4n+10n2+10(S2 +T2 )+5G2] e(2(2] (2,1) )
(4.22)
where e(m[f](Xu)) and e(m[f]ST) are SU(3) and SU(4)ST 
input averages respectively. For six particles in the 
sd shell, the SD(4) group partitions the model space 
into 48 subspaces, the SU(3) group 90 subspaces, the 
SU(3)/SU(4)ST group partitions the model space into
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T P
430 subspaces. The width of H (SU(3)/SU(4)ST) is about 
74% of the width of H and is plotted in Fig. 5 as a con­
tinuous function of particle number. As expected, the
TF
width of H (SU(3)/SU(4)ST) is greater than that of
HTE(SU(3)) and HT E (SU(4)) which are about 69% of H. When 
TEH (SU(3)/SU(4)ST) is extended to include projections
along the symmetry breaking operators I n we get for
r
the BK interaction
H ' (SU (3) /SU (4) ST) = HT E (SU(3)/SU(4)ST)
- 1.001 (n1 _n^E (SU (3) /SU (4) ST) + 4.194(n2-n™(SU(3)/SU(4)ST)
(4.23)
where n^ is the number operator for the orbital
and n 2 is the number operator for the ^ 2/2 or^^ta^* This
effective interaction accounts for about 96% of the total
width of H. This represents a 25% increase in the width
thus showing the importance of single particle shell
TEstructure. When H (SU(3)/SU(4)ST) is extended further
to include projections along the symmetry preserving 
2
operator L we get for the BK interaction
H"(SU(3)/SU (4)ST) = HT E (SU(3)/SU(4)ST)
- 1.7051(n1-n^E (SU(3)/SU(4)ST)
+ 3.4933(n2-n^E (SU(3)/SU(4)ST) + O.MSStt^-L^fSUO) /SU(4)ST)
(4.24)
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2
Comparing with H ' (SU(3)/SU(4)ST) ws find that the L term accounts
for an additional 2% increase in the width. The width of H' (SU(3) /
SU (4) ST) and H" (SU (3) /SU (4) ST) are compared with those of iP^SUO)/
44SU(4)ST) and the BK interaction in Fig. 5.
C.2 Evaluation of Spectral Moments
With the assumption of normality of the distribu­
tion of states belonging to a definite (m[f](Ap)ST) the 
following two moments characterize the spectral distribu­
tion
<H>9  = d- 1  (g) E <i |H |i> 
ieg
= <HT E >g
= e(g) (4.25)
<H2 >g = d 1 (g) Z <i|H2 |i> (4.26)
ieg
where g = m[f](Ay)ST and d(g) is the total number of 
states over which the sum is taken.
d(g) = d(SUs (2)xSUT (2))xd(SU(3)) (4.27)
where d(SUg (2)xSUT (2)) is the dimensionality of the 
SUg(2)xSUg(T) irrep subspace and d(SU(3)) is the
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dimensionality of the SU(3) irrep,
d(SUs (2)xSUT (2) ) = (2S+1)(2T+1) (4.28a)
d(Xy) = -| (X+l) (y+1) (X+y+2) (4.28b)
The first moment is the centroid energy and the second 
moment determines the variance defined as
a2 (g) = <H2>g - {<H> 9 } 2 (4.29)
Equations (4.25-4.29), together with Eq. (4.23), tells one 
how to calculate exactly the centroids and widths of 
a definite (m[f](Xu)ST) throughout the sd shell. Results 
of such calculations for the SU(3)/SU(4)ST approximation
(4.23) are shown in Tables 10-12.
The SU(3) centroids and widths are related to the 
SU (3)/SU (4) ST centroids and widths by the relations
e(m[f](Xy)) Z ~ U g L ^ H -lp) ST) £ <m[f ] (xu) ST) (4.30)
S,T£[f] d(m[f] (Xy))
a2 (m[f ] (Xy)) Z ~ tfn x ^ > ST> { a 2 {m [f j (Xy) ST
S,T£[f] d(m[f] (Xy))
+ [e(m[f](Xy)) - e(m[f](Xy)ST)]2} (4.31)
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where the sum is over all S/T contained in the U <4) irrep 
[f ] . e(m[f](Xy)) and a2 (m[fl(Xy)) label the SU(3) centroid
and variance respectively. d(m[f](Xy)ST) is the dimen­
sionality of the S U (3)/SU(4)ST space and is given by 
Eq. (4.27). d(m[f](Xy)) is the dimensionality of the
SU(3) and U(4) irrep subspace
d (m[f ] (Xy)) = du(4 )([f])xd(Xy) (4.32)
where d(Xy) is given by Eq. (4.28) anddjj^jtf] is the 
dimensionality of the U(4) irrep
(f.-i-f.+j)
^U (4)^^ = 11 (i - i) (4.33)u '*' l<i<j_<4 13 x}
Likewise the SU(4)ST centroids and widths are re­
lated to the SU (3)/SU (4) ST centroids and widths by
e(m[f 3ST) = 2 31-[-U ^ .STX  e(m[f ] ( Xy)ST)
(Xy)e[f ] d (m[f ] ST)
(4.34)
CT2 (m[f ]ST) = 2 ST) {o2 (m[f] (Xy)ST)
(Xy)e[f ] d (m [f ] ST)
+  [ e  (m [f ] ST) - e(m[f] (Xy)ST)]2} (4.35)
where the sum is over all (Xy) contained in the U(6 )
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irrep [f] which is conjugate to the U(4) irrep [f]. 
e(m[f]ST) and o (m[f]ST) label the SU(4)ST centroid and 
width respectively. d(m[f]ST) is the dimensionality 
of the SU(4)ST and U(6 ) irrep
d(m[f]ST) = du<6) ( t f ] )xd(SUs (2)xSUT (2))
where ^u(g)([f]) is the dimensionality of the U(6 ) irrep
The SU(3) and SU(4)ST centroids and widths for H'(su(3)/ 
SU(4)ST) of Eq. (4.23) evaluated using Eqs. (4.30-4.37) 
are shown in Tables 10 and 11.
We observe certain general features of the subspaces 
labelled by the SU(3)/SU(4)ST irreps. The centroids
4
for (ds) varies from about -31.6 to -3.1 MeV and for 
(ds) 6 the centroid varies from a low of -48.3 MeV to 
a high of -0.25 MeV. The subspace centroids are more 
or less constant, within about 2 MeV, for all values 
of ST corresponding to a fixed m[f](Ay). As seen in 
Table 12, we also observe a near constant, within about 
1 MeV, width for all values of (Ay) ST corresponding to 
a fixed m[f]. This is not surprising since the widths
(2S+1) (2T+l)xdu6 ([f]) (4.36)
(4.37)
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corresponding to different SU(4) representations [f]
32for fixed m have almost the same value.
When it becomes impossible to evaluate subspace 
widths, such as the case with the SU(4)ST group structure, 
for a (0+1+2) body Hamiltonian H one can make use of 
a 'bonstant width approximation” to calculate an equivalent 
width. One assumes that the value of all subspace widths 
contained in certain irreps are constant. For example, 
to calculate a SU(3)/SU(4)ST width for H ’ (SU(3) /SU(4)ST) using the 
"constant width approximation" one assumes that for a 
given (m[f]) all widths for the various (Xy)ST multiplets 
are equal. If we assume that the states belonging to 
a SU(4) symmetry have a Gaussian distribution then the 
continuous distribution function will be given by the 
frequency function
f (m[f ] ;E) = exp -
/2 tta (m[f ])
where £(m[f]) and o(m[f]) are SU{4) centroid and width, 
respectively. If we now take for fixed m[f] a sum of 
K Gaussians, one for each (Ay)ST, fixing the center of 
each at e(m[f](Ay)ST) and assuming the same width a, 
then we get a new frequency function
IB- e(m[f ]) ] 
2 a2 (m[f ])
(4.38)
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f'(m[f];E) = Z d(m[f| (Xp)ST) 
(Ay)ST /2? o
£[f]
2
(
exp - tE-e (m[f MAu)ST) ] . (
We then require the two lowest moments of these two 
distributions to be equal
M 0O ^J E f (m[f ] ;E)dE = j  E f ' (m[f ] ;E)dE
and
f°o
(E-e (m[f] ) ) 2 f(m[f];E)dE = J (E-£ (m[f] ) 2 (
f(m[f] (Ay) ST; E )dE
The first equation yields
e(m[f]) = Z U P > ST) e(m[f] (Ay)ST
( Ay) ST d (m[f ]
e[fj
.39)
4.40)
.41)
.42)
and is automatically satisfied. The second equation yields
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d(m[f ])a2 (m[f 3) = I d(m[f] (Ay)ST) {a2
(Ay)ST
‘ £ [f]
+ tE(mtfl) - e(m[f] (Ay)ST)]2 } (4.43)
The only unknown quantity is a the "constant width" of each 
of the K Gaussians, one for each ( Ay) ST contained in 
m[f]. The a can, therefore, be determined numerically. 
Results of calculations using the constant width approxi­
mation are shown in parenthesis in Table 11. This con­
stant width is more or less the average width of the 
various (Ay)ST multiplets.
C.3 Normality of Distribution
We will now examine the nature of the distribution
in energy of states belonging to a definite S U (3)/SU(4)ST
32symmetry. Parikh has shown from detailed shell model 
calculations for four particles in the ds shell that 
the exact distributions of states which have different 
SU(4) symnetries are approximately Gaussians. In view 
of this and discussions in previous works,6*32,39-40 
we will assume that states belonging to a definite 
SU(3)/SU(4)ST symmetry have a Gaussian distribution.
Whereas the normality of the distribution over all states 
belonging to a fixed particle number is well understood, 
this is not the case when one considers distributions 
over fixed-symmetry subspaces.
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If we assume a Gaussian distribution then the con­
tinuous distribution function will be given by the fre­
quency function
£{g,E) = - *12)- exp . | [E-_s(g) ] 2 )
v5"rr a(g) ( 2a (g) )
(4.44)
and
00
 ^ f(g;E)dE = d(g) (4.45)
—  00
where g e m[f](Xy)ST and d(g) ± s the SU(3)/SU(4)ST 
dimensionality defined in Eq. (4.27). The centroid, 
e(g), and width, a(g), are calculated from Eqs. (4.25- 
4.29) using the statistical approximation to the BK inter­
action h"(SU(3)/SU(4)ST). If we now take for fixed m, a 
sum of the frequency functions over all g, we get a new 
frequency function
f(m;E) = I f(g;E) (4.46)
g
We want to compare f(m;E) with the frequency function 
f '(m;E) obtained from the scalar centroid and width for 
the m particle space.
f ' (m;E) = — ---  exp - (4.47)
/ 2 ¥  a 2 (nt) ( 2a (m) )
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Here d(m) = (m ) is the dimensionality of the m particle
space. The scalar centroid, t (m), and scalar width,
a(m), are calculated by averaging over all m-particle
states using the statistical approximation to the BK
interaction H" (SU (3) /SU (4) ST). We also want to compare f(m;E) with
f '(m;E) using the scalar centroid, e(m), and scalar width,
44o(m), of the full BK interaction. In Fig. 6 we show 
the frequency f(m;E), labeled X, and the frequency func­
tions f'(m;E) obtained from the statistical approximation
to the BK interaction, labeled z, and the full BK inter- 
44action, labeled y, for six particles in the ds shell.
We observe that the width of the distribution for the 
BK interaction is broader than the width of the distribu­
tion for the statistical approximation to the BK inter­
action. For six particles in the ds shell, the width
of H" (SU (3) /SU (4) ST) is about 90% of the width of the full BK inter- 
44action. The frequency function f(m;E) which results 
from the sum of several (430) Gaussians, each having 
the form of Eq. (4.42), and centered about the corres­
ponding centroid energy is itself nearly a Gaussian func­
tion. In fact, f(m;E) is very close to being the Gaussian 
function defined by the frequency function f'(m;E) ob­
tained from the statistical approximation to the BK 
interaction.
We now want to compare f '(m;E) with a frequency 
function defined by a sum of the frequency functions
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over all SU(4)ST irreps for the m-particle space. That 
is
f" (m;E) = 2 f(mct?E) (4.48)
ma
where
/2 rr o(ma) ( 2 a (ma)
and
ma = m [f]ST
Here d(ma), e(ma), and o(ma) are the dimensionality, 
centroid and width for each SU(4)ST irrep. The centroid, 
c(ma), and the width, o(ma), are from the statistical 
approximation to the BK interaction H" (SU (3) /SU (4) ST). In Fig. 7 we 
show the frequency function f"(m;E), labeled X, along 
with the frequency functions f'(m;E) for the BK inter­
action, labeled Y, and for the statistical approxima­
tion to the BK interaction, labeled 2, for six particles 
in the ds shell. Here again we see that the frequency 
function f"(m?E) is close to being the Gaussian function 
defined by the frequency function f '(m;E) obtained from 
the statistical approximation to the BK interaction.
It appears therefore that in a system with many particles
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and where interactions can be restricted to low particle 
rank the summed distributions are nearly normal.
Figure Captions
Scalar widths plotted as a continuous function of
particle number for the SU(3) trace-equivalent appro- 
TE
ximation, H (SU(3) [Eq. (4.17)], and the extended
SU(3) trace-equivalent approximation, H'(SU(3))
[Eq. (4.19)], are compared with the total width of the
44Brown-Kuo interaction.
20Excitation spectra for low-lying states of Ne
4
[(ds) T=Q]. Experimental results are on the left 
with calculated results using a Brown-Kuo interaction^ 
and its SU(3) trace equivalent approximations [Eq.
(4.19)] on the right. The SU(3) yrast band is from 
( Xy ) = (80). The 2+ doublet at 13 MeV is from (Xy) =
(42) and the 0+ , 2+ , doublet at 14.5 MeV from (61)
L = 1, S = 1.
22Excitation spectra for low-lying states of Ne 
[(ds)® T = 1]. Experimental results are on the left
4 4with calculated results using a Brown-Kuo interaction 
and its SU(3) trace-equivalent approximations [Eq. (4.19)] 
on the right. The SU(3) yrast band is from (Xy) = 82 
for which there is a K-band degeneracy for J 1* = 2+ , 4+ , 
.... The o, 2 doublet at 9.3 MeV is from the (90) L«l, 
S=1 configuration.
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5. Scalar widths plotted as a continuous function of 
particle number for the SU(3)/SU(4)ST trace-equivalent
mp
approximation, H (SU(3)/SU(4)ST) Ieq. (4.21)], and
the extended SU(3)/SU(4)ST trace equivalent approxima­
tions. H '(SU(3)/SU(4)ST) Eq. (4.23) and H"(SU(3)/
SU(4)ST of Eq. (4.24) are compared with the total
44width of the Brown-Kuo xnteractxon.
6 . The normal distribution in (ds)® derived from scalar 
moments of the Brown-Kuo interaction, labelled Y, is 
compared with the normal distribution derived from 
scalar moments of our statistical approximation to 
the BK interaction H"(SU(3)/SU{4)ST), labelled Z, 
and the sum of 430 normal distributions derived from 
the SU(3)/SU(4)ST moments of our statistical appro- 
simation to the BK interaction, labelled X.
7 . The normal distribution in (ds)® derived from scalar 
moments of the BK interaction, labelled Y, is compared 
with the normal distribution derived from scalar 
moments of our statistical approximation to the BK 
interaction H"(SU(3)/SU(4)ST), labelled Z, and the 
sum of 48 normal distributions derived from the 
SU(4)ST moments of our statistical approximation to 
the BK interaction, labelled x .
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Table Captions
5. Overlap percentages between eigenstates for 
20 4Ne[(ds) T = 0] generated with the BK interaction 
and its SU(3) trace-equivalent approximations. Each 
set of two numbers if for a^SU(3) + SPE and 
b)SU(3) [eq. (4.19)]. The sum measures the pro­
jection of the BK state into the subspace spanned 
by the first five eigenstates of the trace- 
equivalent interaction.
6 . Calculated B(E2) values for 2 ^Ne[(ds)^ T =0].
Each set of three numbers is for a^BK interaction 
b)SU(3) + SPE and c)SU(3) [eq. (4.19)]. The sum 
measures the average B(E2) strength to the first 
five final states.
7. Overlap percentages between eigenstates for 
22Ne [ (ds)® T =1] generated with the BK inter­
action and its SU(3) trace-equivalent approxima­
tions. Each set of two numbers is for a^SU(3) + SPE 
and b^SU(3) [Eq. (4.19)]. The sum measures the pro­
jection of the BK state into the subspace spanned
by the first five eigenstates of the trace-equivalent 
interaction.
8 . Calculated B(E2) values for 2 2 Ne[(ds)® T = 1]. Each 
set of three numbers is for a^BK interaction
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b)SU(3) + SPE and C>SU(3) [Eq. (4.19)]. The sum 
measures the average B(E2) strength to the first 
five final states.
9. The SU(3)/SU(4)ST polynomial invariants and 
( 0 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 )  -particle defining space 
irreps. This table demonstrates that it is possible 
to propagate averages of a (0 + 1 + 2 ) -body opera­
tor simultaneously in the irreps of the SU(4)ST 
and SU(3) symmetry groups because the number of 
polynomial invariants equals the number of 
independent irrep averages in the (0 + 1 + 2 )
-particle defining space. The table also demon­
strates that it is not possible to propagate 
averages of a ( 0 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 )  -body operator 
because the number of polynomial invariants is less 
than the number of independent irrep averages in 
the ( 0 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 )  -particle defining space.
See text for details.
1 0 . Dimensionalities and centroids for 1 < m 2 particles 
in the ds shell using H '(SU(3)/SU(4)ST).
11. Dimensionalities and widths for 1 < m <_ 2 particles 
in the ds shell using H*(SU(3)/SU(4)ST). The numbers 
in parenthesis were obtained using the constant width 
approximation.
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12. The dimensionalities, centroids, and widths for four 
particles in the ds shell belonging to the 13100] 
symmetry using H 1 (SU(3)/SU(4)ST).
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BK
BK
°i
TABLE 5
° 2
8 8 a 5 0 99
77b 1 0 2 92
9 73 5 95
14 45 0 93
0 13 71 96
2 29 7 8 6
2J 2 2 2 +3 I ^
93a 0 3 95
82b 3 7 96
2 70 9 90
3 51 0 58
3 15 70 95
5 0 6 8 89
*1 <2
Z5
^ 1
89a 0 5 96
76b 3 1 1 1 0 0
9 9 71 95
9 1 79 95
0 51 16 95
4 1 2 0 67
M+
 
t-
*+
 
H-
 
UJ
+ 
to 
+ 
H 
+
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TABLE 6
J
2.02
0.13
0.03
<0.01
10.3
10.6
11.2
0.09
<0.01
16.5 0.08
0.06
16.7 3.3
0.28
0.13 18.1
11.8 2.4
1 2 3 1
0.38
0.02
0.37
0.15
12.4
13.4 
14.2
0.14
17.1
22.8
13.4
5.6
0.22
0.13 0.13
0.02
13.9
12.7
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TABLE 7
BK 11 2 3
92
76
90
59
29 24
17 79
40
52
19
BK
2+l
22
94J
71
0
0
0
0
0
0
91
62
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
94
76
92
62
66
61
BK 
+
12 31
93!
69 77
9385
62
71
35
31
UJ
+ 
K> 
+ 
H
1 + 
H-
 
U> 
+ 
to 
+ 
H 
+
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TABLE 8
1 2 3 1
1.04
0.07
2.28
1.41
10.9
11.1
14.2
3.45
2.99
3.78
0.14
0.03
1.21
0.88
0.76
1.37
0.95
0.11
1.16
1.77
29.35
0.19
0.29
0.51
0.39
5.87
l\ / 5
65.9? 0 . 0 1 2.28 13.8
69. lb 0.43 1.09 14.3
89. 9C 0 . 0 1 0 18.0
2.75 33.6 0 . 0 1 7.29
0.87 35.5 0.03 7.32
3.98 39.0 0 8.60
0.03 0.69 7.69 2.08
0 . 0 1 0 . 2 2 0 . 0 1 0.23
0 0 89.5 18.0
TABLE 9
P a r t i c l e
irrepa
0 10]
1 U l  ( 2 0 ) , |1]Vi
2 |2 ]  |4 0 ) , ( 2 ]  (021 , | 1 J |1 0 ,  [1*]01
|1*|(21),[2)00,|2)11
3 (3) (6 0 ) , | 3 ]  ( 2 2 ) ,  [ 3 )1 0 0 ] , [1*1**
[ 2 1 |[ 4 1 ) , [ 2 1 ] ( 2 2 ) , | 2 1 | (11),(21]% %  
[21]-}% ,I21I%  { , l l » l ( 3 O | , | l » ] ( 0 3 )
[31W i, [3 ] -J ■J
4 [41 (BO), [4 [ ( 4 2 ) .  [41 (0 4 ) ,  (4 |(2 0 ) ,[1<)0Q
[3 1 | (61) ,  (31) (42) ,  [3 1 | (23) ,  [3 1 | (31) , [31] [12)
131) (20) ,  [21*110 , |2 1 » )D 1 , 121*) 11 , [22] 142) 
[ 2 2 ] ( 3 1 ) , ( 2 2 ) ( 0 4 ) , |2 2 ) ( 2 0 ) ,[ 2 2 )0 0 ,  
[ 2 2 )2 0 ,[2 2 1 1 1 ,[2 2 )0 2 ,1 2 1 * 1 (5 0 ) , |2 1 » |123) 
|2 1 * | ( 3 1 ) , I2 1 * ] (1 2 1 , |2 1 * | (0 1 ) ,[3 1 )1 0 ,[3 1 1 0 1  
1 3 1 )1 1 ,1 3 1 )2 1 ,[3 1 )1 2 ,[ l 4 ] ( 1 2 ) , |4 |0 0 ,  
[ 4 ) 1 1 , |4 |2 2
Nunber of 
Independent Polynomial
irrep Invarianta
1 1
1 n
S n*,Gi
Cj.S'.T*
12 n',nGt,
nC,,nS1
C,
31 n4,n*Ga,
n*C>,n*a*, 
n*T*,nG,, 
nC„(G,)* 
(Cjl* (8*)* 
(T*)*,G,C, 
G,S*,G,T* 
CjS'.C,!* 
S*T*,G4
00
Ln
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SU (3) / 
SU(4)ST
SU{4)ST
SU (3)
TABLE 10
e( 1 [ 13 (2 0 )1 1 ) 
e(2 [1 2] (40) 20) 
e(2[l2] (40)02) 
e (2 (1 a] (0 2 )0 2 ) 
e(2 [l2] (0 2 )2 0 ) 
e(2 [2 ] (2 1 )0 0 ) 
e(2 [2 ] (2 1 )2 2 )
e(l [1 ]1 1 ) 
e(2 [l2 ]2 0 ) 
e(2 [l2] 0 2 ) 
e (2 [2 ]0 0 ) 
e(2 [2 ]2 2 )
e(1[1] (20) ) 
e (2[12](40)) 
e(2[l2](02)) 
e (2[2](21))
Centroid 
Dim Energies
(MeV)
24 -2.312
45 -9.008
45 -7.696
18 -5.494
18 -6.806
15 -2.994
135 -4.196
24 -2.312
63 -8.379
63 -7.067
15 -2.994
135 -4.196
24 -2.312
90 -8.352
36 -6.149
150 -4.076
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SU(3)/ 
SU(4)ST
SU(4)ST
SU( 3)
TABLE 11
Dim Width
o(l[l] (20)11) 24 2.359 (2.359)
a(2[l2] (40)20) 45 3.278 (4.129)
a(2[l2] (40)02) 45 2.947 (4.129)
a(2[l2] (02)02) 18 3.466 (4.129)
a(2[l2] (02)20) 18 3.752 (4.129)
a C 2 C 2 ] (21) 00) 15 3. 638 (3 . 262)
o(2[2] (21)22) 135 3.217 (3.262)
a(l[l3ll) 24 2.359
a(2[l2 32 0) 63 4.403
a(2[l2]02) 63 4.085
a(2[2]00) 15 3.638
Cf(2[2]22) 135 3 . 217
o(l[l3 (20)) 24 2.359
a(2[l2] (40)) 90 3.540
a(2[l2] (02)) 36 4.039
a(2[2] (21)) 150 3.389
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[f]
[3100]
TABLE 1 2
(AU)ST Dim e(m[f](Ay)ST) a (m[f ] (Ay!
(50)20 63 -13.847 3.154
(50)02 63 -12.536 3.028
(50)22 189 -13.792 3.002
(50)42 315 -16.306 2.950
(50)24 315 -13.682 2.673
(23)20 126 -13.114 3.238
(23)02 126 -11.802 3.116
(23)22 378 -13.058 3.090
(23)42 630 -15.572 3.039
(23)24 630 -12.948 2.771
(31)20 72 -1 2 . 0 1 2 3.360
(31)02 72 -10.701 3.242
(31)22 216 -11.957 3.218
(31)42 360 -14.471 3.169
(31)24 360 -11.847 2.913
(1 2 ) 2 0 45 -10.911 3.478
(1 2 ) 0 2 45 -9.599 3.364
(1 2 ) 2 2 135 -10.856 3.341
(12)42 225 -13.369 3.294
(12)24 225 -10.745 3.048
(0 1 ) 2 0 9 -9.443 3.629
(0 1 ) 0 2 9 -8.131 3.520
(0 1 ) 2 2 27 -9.387 3.498
(01)42 45 -11.901 3.453
(01)24 45 -9.277 3.219
CHAPTER V
ALPHA PARTICLE TRANSFER STRENGTH 
BY SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION METHODS
A. Introduction
In this chapter, we apply spectral distribution
methods to a study of alpha particle transfer strengths.
18We make specific predictions for the reactions 0+a 
^ N e  and ^Ne+a ^Mg. The method in­
volves partitioning the fixed J, T initial (target
nucleus) and final (residual nucleus) state model space
4 7according to the supermultiplet symmetry. We then 
calculate the two lowest moments of our effective inter­
action H"(SU(3)/SU(4)ST) in each configuration and use 
the moments to estimate the eigenenergies and configura­
tion densities for the initial and final state subspaces. 
We also calculate traces of the operator products 0+H^Ghp , 
q<l and p£l, which together with the initial and final 
state densities allows us to evaluate a CLT approximation 
for the alpha particle transfer strengths.
B. Fixed Symmetry Moments
We partition the fixed J initial and final state 
model spaces according to the SU(4)ST symmetry. In the 
ds shell, this is achieved by partitioning the model
89
90
space into its spatial and spin-isospin parts, U{24)3
U(6)fiU(4) with the further decomposition U(4)DSU(4)
SUg(2)flSUT (2) where the U(4) decomposition involves the
direct product of the spin and isospin SU(2) groups.
For totally antisymmetric states the irreps of U(4)D
SUg(2)fiSUT (2) define the partitioning uniquely and are
labelled in the standard way by {m[f]ST>. Here [f] =
[flff2 rf3 ,f4] labels the U(4) irreps and ST labels the
SUg (2)fiSU,p (2) irreps contained in [f] . We are interested
in those m[f]ST irreps that lead to states of fixed J.
The fixed J {m[f]ST} dimensionality is the number of
times the fixed J value occurs. For example, the model
20 4space of J=0, T=0 states of Ne, (ds) , is 21 dimensional. 
The supermultiplet symmetry partitions the space into 
five subspaces: 4[14 ]00, 4[212 ]20, 4[22 ]00, 4[22]40,
and 4[31]20 with dimensionalities 4, 4, 3, 5 and 5 
respectively.
The Hamiltonian of our system is given by H"(SU(3)/
31 36SU(4)ST), our statistical approximation ' to the BK 
interaction,
H" (SU (3) /SU (4) ST) « HT E (SU(3)/SU(4)ST)
- 1.7051<n1-n^E (SU(3)/SU(4)ST)) 
+3.4933 (n2 -n2E (SU(3) /SU(4)ST))
+ 0.1285{L2-L2TE(SU(3)/SU(4)ST))
(5.1)
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Here H (SU(3)/SU(4)ST) is given by Eq. (4.21). If we 
assume a normal distribution for states belonging to a 
definite {m[f]ST,J} then the following two moments 
characterize the distribution
e(m[f ]ST,J) = <H">m[f]ST'J
- d-1 (m[f]ST,J) „Z <i|H"|i> (5.2)
i£[f]ST,J
a2 (m[f]ST,J) = < (H"-<H">m[f^ST/J)2>m[fIST'J
=  < H " 2 >m E f ] S T 'J  _ e2 (m[f]ST,J) (5.3)
where
<H"2> = d 1 (m[f]ST,J) ..Z <i|H"2 |i>
iem[f]ST,J
= d_1 (m[f]ST,J) ~Z <i |H" | j x j  |H" |i>
iem[f]ST,J
j em[f]ST,J
+ ~Z <i|H" | j x j  |H" |i>
iem[f]ST,J
j/m[f]ST,J (5*4)
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and
-Z
iem[f1ST,J
< i  i > (5.5)
In Eqs. (5.2-5.5) the sum is over all basis states that 
belong to the irrep {m[f]ST,J} and d(m[f]ST,J) is the 
total number of states over which the sum is taken. Here 
e:(m[f]ST,J) and cr (m[f ]ST, J) are, respectively, the centroid 
and width of the fixed{m[f]ST,J} configuration. Due to 
technical difficulties in obtaining all of the necessary 
matrix elements of the orbital number operator we had 
to use H"(SU(3)/SU(4)ST) without the nr dependence to 
calculate the moments. The effects of this restriction 
will be discussed in the next section. Centroids, widths, 
and dimensionalities for the {m[f]ST,J} needed for our 
study of alpha particle transfer strengths are shown 
in Tables 13-16. Observe that for (ds)^ the centroid 
span is ~28 MeV; however, for m=2 the span is only 
~3 MeV. Also note that those SU(4)ST irreps for which 
the centroids lie lowest have the largest widths. This 
can be seen even more clearly from calculating the in­
tensity of the various irreps.
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C. Ground State and Low-Lying Energies 
And Relative Intensities
The spectral moments can be used to estimate the 
ground state and low-lying energies using a procedure
g
suggested by Ratcliff. The method is based on making 
a continuous approximation to the exact discrete distribu­
tion. The cummulative distribution function, F(E,J), 
is defined as the integral of the sum of all the SU(4)ST 
frequency functions for a fixed J, i.e.,
F(E,J) = I _d(m[f]$T, J)
m [f ] ST, J »/2:nrCT (m[f ] ST, J)
£
I exp - .(E'-M athsi,.J > ) 2 d E , (5.6)2a (m[f]ST,J)
The continuous distribution function F(E,J) can be re­
garded as a best fit to the exact discrete function if 
at the eigenenergy E^ (i=l,2 ,3,...) it takes on the value 
(i - 1/2). Ratcliff uses this relationship to define 
the approximate eigenenergy E^ as that value of E for 
which F(E,J) = i - 1/2. More precisely
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F(E,,J) = d (m [f 1 St. J)
1 m[f]ST,J /Tna (m[f]ST,J)
f 1 exp - (E--E (mji]StrJ ))2 dE, = i . 1/2
J On Im f-FI S T  .Tl
E
X Iexp - -
2a‘ (m[f]ST, J)
(5.7)
The 2J+1 rotational degeneracy factor has not been in­
cluded in the definition of F(E,J). For example, to
+ 20estimate the J = 0^ state of Ne one must sum and inte­
grate, using an iterative procedure with convergence 
checks, the five J=0, T=0 distributions whose dimen­
sionality, centroids, and widths are given in Table 14 
to determine that value of E such that F(E^, J=0^) =
1/2. To estimate the J = 4^ state of ^ N e  ((ds) ^ T=l) 
we would have to integrate and sum seventeen J -4, T=1 
distributions to find E such that F(E2 » = -1-*5*
Using such a procedure we were able to estimate the ground 
state and some low-lying states of the ds shell nuclei 
needed for our study. Results of these calculations
are shown in Tables 17 and 18 together with results ob-
45tained from detailed shell model calculations using 
our effective interaction H"(SU(3)/SU(4)ST). There is 
reasonably good agreement between the spectral distribu­
tion energy predictions and the shell model eigenenergies.
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There are at most a 2-3 MeV differences. In the case
lower than the ground state. This discrepancy is probably 
due to the exclusion of the orbital number operator in 
calculating the spectral distribution moments for these 
nuclei.
Having determined approximate eigenenergies using 
spectral distribution methods, we take a more detailed 
look at the distributions to find out the contribution 
made by each SU(4)ST irrep to the total area under the 
F(E,J) curve. We interpret these contributions as the 
relative intensities of the various SU(4)ST representa­
tions in the eigenstate region. Specifically, if in labels 
an SU(4)ST symmetry {m[f]ST,J} and W is an eigenenergy 
then the relative intensity of the configuration in at 
W is defined as
20 +of Ne the J=02 state is reproduced exactly. Note that 
the spectral distribution method predicts the J=2 ^ and 
4^ states of ^Ne{ (ds) ^ T=l} and ^Mg{ (ds) ®T=0 } to be
(5.8)!m (W) ” F(m,W)
with the normalization condition
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(5.9)
The frequency function f (mjE) is given by
c i? k d (in) f(m,E) = -- -—  -- exp _ (E-e (in)) 2 
2 a 2 (in)
(5.10)
and
W
F (m,W) = Z J 
zfl '
f (in,E?) dE' (5.11)
The relative intensities of the different configurations, 
evaluated at the predicted eigenenergies, can be inter­
preted as the intensities of the various components in 
the eigenfunction. Relative intensities of low-lying
are shown in Tables 19 and 20. These intensities were 
calculated directly using Eqs. (5.8-5.11). The numbers 
in parentheses are the intensities obtained by Arima
their study they calculated the low-lying wavefunction 
in the SU(3) scheme and then determined what percentage 
of the state has a given SU(4) symmetry. There is very 
good agreement between the analysis done using low moment 
distributions and the more complete SU(3) analysis. 
Relative intensities of various configurations indicate
IB 20 22 24states in 0, Ne, Ne and Mg for the SU(4)ST irreps
46 44and Strottman using the Brown-Kuo interaction. In
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that for the lower half of the ds shell the SU(4)ST is
a reasonably good symmetry.
The relative intensity of a configuration# properly
weighted by configuration averages of an excitation
operator and the Hamiltonian H gives the contribution
that configuration makes to the total excitation strength. 
[4]00,Jo
If X+ is the four nucleon transfer operator then
the zeroth approximation to the alpha particle transfer
g
strength is given by
I-*-(W) I-*-, ( W  ) -»■
R(W,W') - - <<x (m«-m)x+» m (5.12)
mm' m' 1 m 1 ' }
where the sum is over initial and final state configura­
tions. The product of the two intensity functions, one 
for the target and one for the final nucleus, is weighted 
by the average strength, <<x(m’-m)x >>m with which the 
transfer operator couples the two configurations in and
in'. The histograms in Figs. 8 and 9 display cases of
18 22 20 24interest in O+a -*• Ne and Ne+a -*■ Mg. For example
2 18 the {2 [ 1  ]0 2 , J—0 } configuration in the O ground state
+[4]00,Jo
(85% intensity) coupled to the x four nucleon
2 2transfer operator carries one to the {6 [2 1 ]02,J} con- 
22figuration of Ne (53% intensity for J=0, 54% for J=2,
55% for J=4, 53% for J= 6  and 50% for J=8 ). Likewise
18the {2[22]2, J=0 } configuration in the 0 ground state 
(15% intensity) coupled to the transfer operator carries
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one to the ( 6 [31^] 22, J)} configuration in ^ N e  (32% for 
J=0, 29% for J=2, 27% for J=4, 29% for J= 6  and 32% for 
J=8 ). In this case the sum is only over two configura­
tions and the averages <<x(m'-m) x+>>m are very easy to 
evaluate. The alpha particle transfer operator x+ and 
the averages <<x(m,-m)x >>m will be discussed in greater 
detail in the next section.
D. The Alpha Particle Transfer Strength Function
For the ds shell the alpha particle transfer operator
is built from four nucleon creation operators, a+ , properly
2
coupled to quantum numbers [4] (80) J^0 ^ 0 J 0 T 0 ’
+ [4](80)L S J T + [*><80>LoS J0 T0
X = [a xa xa xa ]
(5.13)
k _ LJ, the reduced
Lt
(double-barred) matrix element of the four nucleon crea-
2 3tion operator of Eq. (5.13) is given by ' (see Chapter 
2 for details)
For states labelled by [f]a (Ay)6 STM_
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[4](80)L S J T 
<[f']«•(A’y M B ' S ’T'M^L'J'||x o o o o
/L S J \
= X ( Lo So Jo) 
\L * S' J 1/
< (Ay)< L; (80) L | | (X • y ') <JL • >
x < [f]a(Xy)3ST;[4](80)LQS0T0 |} [f']a '(X'y •)6 'S'T'>
X  C T J ^ T ^  |T'M£> (5.14)
o
Here X( ) is an angular momentum 9-j coefficient in
unitary form and the double-barred coefficient is an
S U (3)/R(3) Wigner coefficient. The factor < [f]a (Ay)8ST;
(4] (80)Lq SoTo J } [f 'la* (A'y')S'S'T'> is the SU(6)/SU(3)
and S U (4)ST factors of a four particle coefficient of
fractional parentage. The representation [f] = [1^]
(contragredient to [f] = [4]) corresponds to the scalar
representation of SU(4) with S =T -0 so that L -J =0,
0 0  +[4] (80)fi s J T
2, 4, 6 , and 8 . Therefore the operator x
will only couple states with the same SU(4)ST symmetry,
i.e., [f]ST = [f'JS'T'. The reduced matrix elements
[4] (80)L S J T 
of the operator x are related to the
reduced matrix elements of the operator
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. [4] (80) L S j t [45 J (08) L S J TO O O O j +  = ^ 1 •*' o o o o
by
r' J+J-J' .
<rj| |x 1 1r • j • > = (-) ° [ U J ' + i j / ^ j + D K ' ^ r ' j '
r
X+ 1|TJ> (5.15)
where r and r’ are the additional quantum numbers needed 
to specify the initial and final state. and rQ are
the quantum numbers needed to describe the transfer opera-
r
tors. The full matrix element of the operator x ° is 
given by
r r
<r'j'M^|x+ °|rJMj> = <j'MjJoMQ |j'Mj><r1j 1 j|x+ °||rj>
(5.16)
The reduced SU(3)/R(3) Wigner coefficients and the four
particle SU(6){SU(4)} cfp needed to calculate the reduced
+ romatrix element of x was obtained from the SU(3) code 
of Draayer^ and Akiyama and the SU(3)-SU(4) CFP code 
of Braunschweig.^
r
If X+ ° is the alpha particle transfer operator 
then the polynomial expansion of the alpha particle
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transfer strength function in the CLT limit is given 
g
by (see Chapter 3 for details)
IJWI-J.IW) , -11 1
ROnWi-i-W) A w )i” («t  [«<»><*<■'>] * *
mm m m y=0 v=0
The polynomial expansion of the non-energy weighted sum
r
rule associated with x+ for the CLT limit is given 
by9
M o (W) =  I  xm {w! E °(ra'-m)x+ °P®(H") ^ “ (W) (5.18)
° in m ' ' v= 0  v v
where
po (x) * 1 and P?(x) = OiTg-i” )-). 
°<in)
,m' (x) = 1
and P™ (x) ( x-e(m')) 
o (in')
Here W and W  are eigenenergies of the initial and final 
state model spaces, m  the strength function we are summing 
over all initial, in h m[f)ST, and final, in' = m'tf'lS'T’, 
state configurations. e (in) and e(in'), a (in) and a (in'), 
and d(in) and d(in') are the centroid, width and
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dimensionality of the initial and final state configura­
tions, respectively. The double bracket denotes a trace 
and the single bracket an average. The Hamiltonian H" 
is given by Eq. (5.1). The relative intensities I^j(W)/ 
Im (W), dimensionalities, centroids, widths of all con­
figurations are given in Tables 13-16 and Figs. 8-9.
So the task comes down to evaluating the trace of the 
operators
xr° >)q x+r° (with p,q = 0,1)
a (in') a (m)
in each {m[f]ST,J> space. Evaluation of the necessary
traces is discussed in Appendix A. The traces needed
to study the reaction 1 8 0 ((ds)2T=1)+a ^ 2 2 N e ((ds)6T=1)
are given in Table 21 and the required traces for the
reaction 28Ne ((ds) ^ T=0)+ot ^ 2 ^Mg((ds)8T=0) are given
in Table 23. Due to technical difficulties in evaluating
all the matrix elements of the orbital number operators,
Z n , in the (ds) 8 system the traces for 2 0 Ne+a ^ 2*Mg 
r
were evaluated using H" without the orbital number operator. 
To study the effect of this approximation we also evaluated
i o 2 2
the traces for O+a ^ Ne using H” without the orbital 
number operator. The results are shown in Table 22.
There is little difference between the traces evaluated 
using H" and those evaluated using H" without the orbital 
number operator. The magnitude of the traces increase
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as more correlations are included. All traces are of
the same order of magnitude except for configurations
+ 1.8connecting the J=0 state of 0 to the J= 8  state of 
22Ne. The cause and effect of this will be discussed 
in the next section. We are now in a position to predict 
alpha particle transfer strengths for the reaction 
1 8 0+a * 22Ne and 2 0 Ne+a * 2 4 Mg.
E. Predicted Strengths
Our objective is to tabulate results which will
help determine whether spectral distribution methods
can be an alternative to the conventional approach of
calculating alpha particle transfer strengths. With
this in mind we will compare our predictions with pre-
23 26dictions from detailed shell model calculations '
3
and the SU(3) pure symmetry model as well as experi- 
16 20 2 6ment. ' ' We have defined and used the alpha particle
transfer strength function (Eq. 5.17) to calculate strengths 
for the alpha particle stripping and pickup reactions 
1 8 O+0t * 22Ne and 2 0 Ne+a * 2 4Mg.
] p 2 2 2 0
The predicted strengths for 0+a ^  Ne and Ne+a
24Mg are given in Tables 24 and 25, respectively. We have 
calculated the CLT approximation to the strength, labelled
1 ft -v 2 2
CLT limit. In the case of 0+a ^ Ne, the first set 
of CLT predictions was obtained using our statistical 
approximation to the Brown Kuo interaction H" and the
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second set of CLT predictions was obtained using H" without
the orbital number operators. This was done to determine
the effects of the single particle energies. For 2 0 NE+a ^
24Mg the CLT predictions were obtained using H" without 
the orbital number operators because of technical diffi­
culties in obtaining all the matrix elements of the number
O
operators in the (ds) system. We compare our CLT pre­
dictions with predictions based on the SU(3) pure symmetry
model, 2 detailed shell model calculations using the Brown-
23 26Kuo interaction ' and, where possible, experimental 
16 2 0 2 *5findings. * ' The numbers in parenthesis are the
absolute value of the ground state to ground state 
strengths. All other numbers are relative to the pre­
dicted ground state strength and are therefore to be 
compared to unity. The absolute value of any other strength 
can be determined by simply multiplying the tabulated 
result by the number given in parenthesis. There is 
reasonable agreement between the CLT predictions and 
the other theoretical predictions. There is also good
agreement with experimental results. Comparing the two
18 -► 2 2CLT predictions for 0+a ^ Ne, we observe that the
single particle shell structure has negligible effect
* 18 ^ 2 2 
on the strength. For the reaction 0+a ^  Ne the CLT
limit predicts the strength for the J=8 1 to be very strong
whereas the SU(3) symmetry model predicts the strength
to be very weak. This discrepancy is due in part because
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the pure symmetry model assumes the J=8 ^ state of 22Ne 
to have quantum numbers [f](Ay)i< s [42](82)0. In the 
statistical theory the sum is over all basis states with 
quantum number (Ay)< contained in [f]ST and for J=8  ^
there are large contributions from other (Ay)« in the 
[f] = [42] symmetry, such as the (82)1, (63)1, (63)2 
and (71)1. Since the partitioning is by [f]ST these 
non dominant SU(3) representations (Ay)« are weighted 
by the same intensity factor as the dominant SU(3) repre­
sentation (80)1. This problem could be corrected by 
partitioning the model space according to {m[f](Ay)ST,J}. 
Then for the J=8 ^ state we would only get large contri­
butions from the dominant representations (Ay)« = (82)0 
and (82)1. The contributions from the other non-dominant
representations will be small because they will be weighted
22by smaller intensity factors. For the reaction Ne+a +
18 +0 the CLT predicts the strength for the J=4^ to be
weak whereas the pure symmetry model predicts the strength
to be very strong. This is because the pure symmetry
+ 18model assumes the J=4^ state of 0 to be pure (Ay) =
(40) when in fact it is only about 52% ( Ay) = (40) and 
the rest ( Ay) = (21) L=3, S=l. In this case representation 
mixing is important. When representation mixing is taken 
into account there is a reduction from 2.28 to 0.87 in 
the SU(3) predictions. Likewise for the 
reaction Mg+a -+■ Ne the pure symmetry model predicts
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the J'=6 * and J'=8 * states to have relative strength of
1.84 and 1.02, respectively whereas we predict the 
strengths to be 0.38 and 0.14. When representation mixing 
is taken into account there is a reduction from 1.84 
to 1 . 0 2  and from 1 . 0 2  to 0 .5 7 .
The strength, R(W',W), multiplied by the initial and 
final states densities give us the density-weighted 
strength which is the strength per unit energy,
S(W',W) — I {W') R (W 1 ,W) I (W) {5.19)
In Fig. 10 we display three dimensional plots for the 
strength, R(W',W), two perspectives of the strength per 
unit energy, S(W*,W), and the product of the initial and 
final state densities, I(W') I(W), for the reaction
to x 2 2 +
0(J=0 )+a -*■ Ne(J=2 ). Similar results are given in
20  + 24 +Fig. 11 for the reaction Ne (J=0 )+a -► Mg(J=2 ). For
the reaction {J=0+)+ot ^Ne(J=2+), the plot for the
strength, R(W',W), shows the strength is strongest for
18energies near the ground state (W ~ -12 MeV) of O and
+ 22 low-lying 2 states (W' ~ -60 MeV) of Ne. The strength
falls to a minimum past the ground state region. There
is a small increase in the strength at energies near the
4* 1 ft +
J = 03 state of O (W ~ -3 MeV) and higher lying 2
22states (W - -30 MeV) of Ne. The strength per unit
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energy, S(W',W), similarly shows a peak for W near the
18 + ground state of O and' for W* at the low end of the 2
22spectrum of Ne. There is a second peak in S(W',W) near
the J—0j state of 0 and at intermediate 2 energies
22of Ne. The second peak is enhanced primarily by the 
2+ intensity factor which is large because W* ~ -30 MeV 
is close to the centroid of the 2+ spectrum. The three 
dimensional plot of I(W)I(W')f which is essentially the 
product of two Gaussians, demonstrates the normality of 
the product distribution. As expected the intensity pro­
duct has a maximum at W = -6 . 6  MeV, W* = -32.0 MeV the
2
centroids of the (ds) J=0 T=1 subspace and the centroid 
of the (ds)® J=0 T=1 subspace, respectively. Note that 
the strength is not a maximum at these energies. This 
is a unique feature, not found in studies of other excita­
tion processes. Figure 11 shows similar features for 
2 0 Ne(J=0+)+a ■+■ 2 ^Mg(J=2+). The intensity product has 
a maximum value at W = -19.8 MeV, W  = -52.8 MeV the 
centroids of the (ds)^ J=0 T=0 subspace and the centroid
O
of the (ds) J=2 T=0 subspace, respectively. The strength
is again not a maximum at these energies. The strength
is strongest for energies near the ground state of
2®Ne (W ~ -40 MeV) and low-lying 2+ states of 2^Mg
(W - -90 MeV) and falls rapidly for higher energies.
The strength per unit energy, S(W',W), show peaks at
20energies near the ground state of Ne (W ~ -35 MeV) and
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at low-lying 2+ states of ^4Mg (W ~ 75 MeV) as well as 
at energies W ~ -20 MeV and W  - -55 MeV. From these 
results we conclude that the alpha transfer strength is 
strongly concentrated in the ground state region.
We have calculated the non-energy weighted sums (Eq.
9
5.18) in the CLT limit. Each sum is a prediction for
the total strength originating from the ground state of
the target nuclei to all states of fixed J11 in the residual
nuclei. Table 26 shows the percentage of this summed
strength which resides in the transition from the ground
state to the J' state of the residual nucleus. Note that
a large fraction of the summed strength is concentrated
in the ground state to ground state band transitions. The stripping
strength from the ground state of to the J 71 = 0 ^ state 
22xn Ne, for example, accounts for 40% of the sum rule
strength. The remaining 60% resides in transitions to 
+ 22excxted 0 states of Ne. The strengths from the ground
20 + + 24state of Ne to the J - 2^ and 2^ states of Mg are
25% and 16% of the summed strength, respectively. We
+ 22note that the J = 8 J state of Ne accounts for 89% of 
the summed strength. This prediction is a direct result 
of the problem discussed earlier. Our results are con­
sistent with conclusions drawn from studies with the SU(3)
3 1 2pure symmetry model. Draayer and others * concluded
in their studies that most of the a transfer strength
is concentrated in the ground state rotational band
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whenever the SU{3) symmetry is good as it is for nuclei 
in the first half of the ds shell.
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Figure Captions
8 . Relative configuration intensities for calculating
alpha particle transfer strengths for the reaction 
18 *+* 2 2
O + a -*• Ne. The lowest order approximation to 
the strength is a sum over the product of the two 
configuration intensity functions weighted by the
average strength, <<x (m'-in) x Q>> r with which
the excitation operator couples the two configura­
tions.
9. Relative configuration intensities for calculating
alpha particle transfer strengths for the reaction
2®Ne + a ? 2 ^Mg. The lowest order approximation to
the strength is a sum over the product of the two
configuration intensity functions weighted by the
r ’ r in
average strength, <<x ° (m'-in) x+ °>> ' Wlth which
the excitation operator couples the two configurations.
10. Three dimensional plots for a) the strength RfW^W)
[Eq. (3.15)], b) and c) two perspectives of the 
density-weighted strength S(W,W) [Eq. (5.19)], 
and d) the product of the initial and final state 
densities, I(W') I(W), for the reaction *®0(J = 0+)
+ a h- 22Ne (j = 2 +) .
H I
11. Three dimensional plots for a) the strength
R(W',W) [Eq. (5.17)], b) and c) two perspectives 
of the density-weighted strength S(W',W) [Eq. (5.19)], 
and d) the product of the initial and final state 
densities, I(W') I (W), for the reaction 
2 0  Ne (j = 0+) + ct -*■ 24Mg (J = 2+) .
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Table Captions
13. The dimension, centroid and width for {m[f]2S,2T,2J}
2
configurations of the (ds) 2J,2T = 2 model spaces.
The Hamiltonian is our statistical approximation to 
the Brown-Kuo interaction H"(SU(3)/SU(4)ST) [Eq. (5.1)].
14. The dimension, centroid and width for {m[f]2S,2T,2J}
4
configurations of the (ds) 2J,2T = 0 model spaces.
The Hamiltonian is our statistical approximation to 
the Brown-Kuo interaction H"(SU(3)/SU(4)ST) [Eq.
(5.1)] without the orbital number operator.
15. The dimension, centroid and width for {m[f]2S,2T,2J>
configurations of the (ds) 6 2J,2T = 2 model spaces.
The Hamiltonian is our statistical approximation to 
the Brown-Kuo interaction H"(SU(3)/SU(4)ST) [Eq.
(5.1)] without the orbital number operator.
16. The dimension, centroid and width for (m[f]2S,2T,2J}
Q
configurations of the (ds) 2J,2T = 0 model spaces.
The Hamiltonian is our statistical approximation to 
the Brown-Kuo interaction H"(SU(3)/SU(4)ST) [Eq.
(5.1)] without the orbital number operator.
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1817. Ground state and low-lying energies for 0 and 
20Ne using SU(4)ST distributions and our statistical
approximation to the Brown-Kuo interaction
H M(SU(3)/SU(4)ST) [Eq. (5.1)]. The moments of the
SU(4)ST distributions were calculated using
H"(SU(3)/SU(4)ST) without the orbital number
operators £ n -  The last column gives the energies 
r
obtained from shell model calculations using the 
same interaction.
2218. Ground state and low-lying energies for Ne and 
24Mg using SU(4)ST distributions and our statistical
approximation to the Brown-Kuo interaction
H"(SU(3)/SU{4)ST) [Eq. (5.1)]. The moments of the
SU(4)ST distributions were calculated using
H"(SU(3)/SU(4)ST) without the orbital number
operators Z n . The last column gives the energies 
r
obtained from shell model calculations using the 
same interaction.
19. Relative intensities of SU(4)ST irreps in the wave
18 2function of low-lying states in 0[(ds) T = 1]
20 4and Ne[(ds) T - 0] as determined using spectral 
distribution methods and our statistical approximation 
to the Brown-Kuo interaction H"(SU(3)/SU(4)ST)
[Eq. (5.1)]. The numbers in parenthesis are those
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obtained by Arima and Strottman (ref. 46) using the 
Brown-Kuo interaction.
20. Relative intensities of SU(4)ST irreps in the wave
and our statistical approximation to the Brown-Kuo 
interaction H"(SU(3)/SU(4)ST) [Eq. (5.1)].
21. Configuration traces for the operator
state configurations, respectively. The Hamiltonian 
of the system is our statistical approximation to the 
BK interaction H"(SU(3)/SU(4)ST) [Eq. (5.1)]. TRACE1 
is for p = q = 0, TRACE2 for p = 0, q = 1, TRACE3 for 
p « 1, q = 0 and TRACE4 for p = q = 1. The traces 
are needed to study the reaction 180 + a +■ 2 2 Ne.
23. Configuration traces for the oDerator
22 6
function of low lying states in Ne[(ds) T = 1] and 
2 4 Mg[(ds) 8 T = 1] using spectral distribution methods
in each
{m[f ] 2S,2T,2J> space. Here in = m[f]2S2T,2J) and 
m' = {m'[f']2 S'2 T 1 ,2 J '} are the initial and final
in each
{m[f] 2S2T,2J) space. Here in = {m[f ] 2S2T,2J} and
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in' = {m‘ [f' ] 2S ' 2T',2J' } are the initial and final
state configurations, respectively. The Hamiltonian
of the system is our statistical approximation to the
HK interaction H" <SU(3)/SU(4)ST) [Eg. (5.1)] without the
orbital number operators E ri. TRACE1 is for p = q = 0,
r
TRACE2 for p = 0, q = 1, TRACE3 for p = 1, q = 0 and TRACE4 for 
p=q=l. The traces are needed to study the reaction ^Ne+ai^Mg.
2 2 • Configuration traces for the operator
{m[f ] 2S2T,2J} space. Here in = {m[f ] 2S2T, 2J> and 
in' = {m'[f ,]2S,2T,,2J'} are the initial and final 
state configurations, respectively. The Hamiltonian 
of the system is our statistical approximation to the 
BK interaction H"(SU(3)/SU(4)ST) [Eq. (5.1)] without 
the orbital number operators E nr * TRACE1 is for
p = q = 0, TRACE2 for p = 0, q = 1, TRACE3 for p = 1,
q = 0 and TRACE4 for p = q = 1. The traces are needed
18 -*■ 2 2  to study the reaction 0 + a *■ Ne.
24. Relative alpha particle transfer strengths for the
18 -*■ 22 stripping and pickup reaction O + a +■ Ne as
predicted using spectral distribution methods. The
spectral distribution predictions are compared with
predictions from the SU(3) model (ref. 3) and were
in each
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possible shell model (ref. 2 2 ) and experimental 
findings (ref. 16). The first set of CLT predictions 
was obtained using our statistical approximations to 
the BK interaction H"(SO(3)/SU(4)ST) [Eg. (5.1)] and 
the second set of CLT predictions was obtained using 
H"(SU(3)/SU(4)ST) without the orbital number opera­
tors, £ nr - 
r
25. Relative alpha particle transfer strengths for the
20 -f 24stripping and pickup reaction Ne + a *■ Mg as
predicted using spectral distribution methods.
The spectral distribution predictions are compared 
with predictions from the SU(3) model (ref. 3) and 
were possible the shell model (ref. 26) and experi­
mental findings (ref. 20,25). The CLT prediction 
was obtained using our statistical approximation to 
the BK interaction H"(SU(3)/SU(4)ST) [Eq. (5.1)]
without the orbital number operator, Z n .
r r
26. Percent of total transfer strength originating 
from the ground state of the target nuclei to the 
J' state of the residual nuclei.
TABLE 13
m[f]2S2T,2J DIM
2 [l2 ]0 2 , 0  2
2 [2 ]2 2 , 0  1
2 [l2 ]0 2 ,4 2
2[2] 2 2 ,4 3
2 [I2 ] 0 2 ,8 1
2 [2 ]2 2 , 8  1
CENTROID WIDTH
-7.81633 3.65147
-4.96698 3.22256
-7.04503 3.65147
-4.19568 3.22256
-6.92508 3.05077
-3.68148 3.22256
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m[f]2S2T,2J DIM
4[14 ]00,0 4
4 [212 ]20,0 4
4[22 ]00,0 3
4 [22]40,0 5
4 [31]20,0 5
4 [l4 ] 0 0 ,4 5
4 [212 ]20/4 17
4 [22]40 ,4 15
4 [22 ]00,4 5
4[31] 20,4 13
4[4]00,4 1
4 [l4 ]0 0 , 8 4
4 [2 1 2 ]2 0 , 8 14
4 [22]40,8 13
4 [2 2 ]0 0 , 8 4
4[31]20,8 9
4 [l4 ]0 0 , 1 2 2
4 E2X2 J20,12 6
4 [2 2]40,12 6
4 [2 2 ]0 0 , 1 2 1
4[31]20,12 2
4 [l4]00,16 1
4[212]20,16 1
4 [22]40,16 1
TABLE 14
CENTROID WIDTH
-28.87811 7.33604
-21.75989 5.95890
-16.21152 5.71002
-19.77014 5.47824
-13.13822 5.54799
-28.21880 6.91142
-21.04510 5.82618
-19.13405 5.25763
-16.0012 5.58987
-12.83852 5.27656
-3.33355 5.12226
-27.98685 6.37255
-20.69550 5.42818
-19.01251 5.02908
-15.18028 5.24021
-12.36224 5.00068
-27.95833 6.21655
-20.38829 4.99802
-18.74883 4.89165
-14.17192 4.82349
-12.00245 4.87950
-28.02124 4.82176
-20.27739 4.71669
-17.94191 4.69367
m[f]2S2T,2J DIM
6 [2 2 1 2 ]0 2 , 0 1 0
6 [2 3 ] 2 2  , 0 7
6[313 J2 2 , 0 16
6[321]22,0 30
6[321]42,0 2 2
6[321]02,0 5
6[412]22,0 8
6 [412] 42,0 7
6 [412]02,0 1
6[32 ]02,0 5
6[32]42,0 7
6 [42]22,0 1 2
6 [42]42,0 6
€[42162,0 7
6 [51]02,0 1
6[51]42,0 3
6[51]22,0 1
6 [22 12 ]02,4 24
6 [2 3 ]2 2 ,4 27
6 [3l3 ]22,4 51
6[321]22,4 118
6[321]42,4 84
6[321]02,4 2 2
6[412 J22,4 25
TABLE 15
CENTROID WIDTH
-42.26401 8.10378
-39.51067 7.15194
-39.40068 7.65438
-33.13736 6.72317
-35.41644 6.66223
-32.24980 6.76378
-26.52414 6.41527
-29.16318 6.24850
-24.40474 5.73313
-25.74854 6.88520
-29.56311 6.09692
-22.67520 6.16100
-25.04762 5.99185
-28.55292 5.81430
-14.53774 5.72859
-16.60323 5.83322
-12.73773 5.87501
-42.10861 7.70685
-39.07350 6.99482
-38.92415 7.28793
-32.81795 6.59494
-35.08009 6.44974
-31.64645 6.75432
-26.32545 6.33153
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6[412]42,4
TABLE
32
6 [412]02,4 7
6 [32]42,4 23
6 [32 ]02,4 7
6[42]22,4 38
6 [42] 42, 4 25
6[42]62,4 27
6[51]42,4 7
6 [51]02,4 3
6[51]22,4 5
6 [2 2 1 2 ]0 2 , 8 25
6 [2 3 ]2 2 , 8 29
6[313 ] 2 2 ,8 51
6[321]42,8 89
6[321]22,8 116
6[321]02,8 2 0
6 [412]22,8 2 1
6 [412]42 , 8 30
6 [412]02,8 6
6[32]42,8 2 1
6[32 ]02,8 6
6[42]62,8 28
6 [42]42,8 2 2
6 [42]22,8 30
15 (Continued)
-28.64993 6.14114
-25.39317 6.34660
-28.85007 6.08704
-25.79311 6.19742
-22.32224 6.04442
-24.65079 5.86579
-28.23529 5.67738
-16.24072 5.73340
-12.83324 5.93818
-13.78985 5.87425
-41.73111 7.27576
-38.76297 6.74315
-38.60216 6.88613
-34.75751 6.14140
-32.43602 6.27378
-31.27452 6.42204
-26.14752 6.03343
-28.52765 5.89965
-25.00659 5.97021
-28.43497 5.71324
-25.00659 6.07841
-28.12724 5.62111
-24.37851 5.69531
-21.95067 5.79002
TABLE 15 (Continued)
6[51]42,8 5 -16.31200 5.71171
6[51]22,8 2 -13.67332 5.69253
6[51]02,8 1 -11.96674 5.72859
6 [2 2 1 2 ]0 2 , 1 2 15 -41.23227 6.84347
6 [2 3 ]2 2 , 1 2 18 -38.23280 6.24226
6 [313] 2 2 , 1 2 30 -38.33730 6.45392
6[321]42,12 52 -34.44690 5.81604
6[321]22,12 60 -31.92241 5.88136
6[321]02,12 9 -30.84477 5.93211
6 [412]42,12 14 -28.40083 5.63977
6[412]22,12 8 -25.79340 5.67875
6 [412]02,12 2 -24.32484 5.70985
6 [32]42,12 1 0 -28.25787 5.65524
6 [32 ]02,12 3 -24.04489 5.59309
6[42]62,12 16 -28.09830 5.54458
6[42]42,12 9 -24.19919 5.56449
6[42]22,12 8 -21.17764 5.57138
6[51]42,12 1 -15.73674 5.61972
6 2212]02,16 6 -40.71661 6.51051
6 £23]22,16 6 -37.58937 5.79716
6 [313]22,16 1 1 -38.13316 5.96312
6[321]42,16 16 -34.15685 5.59608
6[321]2 2 f16 14 -31.25044 5.59894
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TABLE 15 (Continued)
6 [32 1] 02,16 2 -29.88118 5.57855
6 [412]42,16 3 -27.91870 5.48198
6 [412]22,16 1 -25.18161 5.46985
6 [32]42,16 3 -27.81490 5.48153
6 £42]62,16 4 -27.46098 5.38334
6[42]42,16 1 -23.40605 5.44994
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TABLE 16
m[f[2S2T,2J DIM CENTROID WIDTH
8 [2 4 ]0 0 , 0 1 0 -69.79131 9.86751
8[3221]20,0 46 -62.74734 8.58657
8[3212]00,0 19 -57.57855 8.89545
8[3212]40,0 49 -60.95071 8.24405
8 [4212]20,0 35 -54.09937 8.05029
8[513]00,0 4 -45.35402 7.90617
8 [322]20 ,0 2 1 -54.61127 7.99286
8 [422]40,0 23 -52.54240 7.40446
8 £422]00 , 0 5 -48.86699 7.63822
8[431]40 ,0 27 -48.35269 7.28120
8 [431]60,0 26 -51.93283 7.03004
8[431]20,0 16 -46.07359 7.20460
8[521]20,0 9 -39.36699 7.12464
8 [521]40,0 1 2 -41.97272 6.91915
8 [4 2 ] 0 0 ,0 3 -36.53635 7.06367
8 [4 2]40,0 5 -40.09496 6.87767
8 [42]80,0 4 -48.07178 6.37437
8 [53]20,0 5 -33.46301 6.93335
8[53]60,0 5 -39.58069 6.47678
8[62]40,0 1 -27.42836 6.50332
8 [24 ]00,4 25 -69.80386 9.27627
8 [3221]20,4 184 -62.41309 8.43514
8 [32!2]40,4 180 -60.70200 8.04375
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8[3212]00,4
TABLE 16 
49
(Continued)
-57.18073 8.31863
8 [4212]20,4 130 -53.84482 7.84853
8[513]00,4 1 0 -44.69463 7.59548
8 [322]20,4 77 -54.29057 7.75674
8 [422]40 ,4 98 -52.14145 7.30990
8[422]00,4 23 -48.77240 7.48743
8 [431]40,4 1 0 2 -47.94106 7.10214
8[431]20,4 69 -45.68019 7.23203
8[431]60 ,4 1 1 1 -51.56126 6.87890
8[521]20,4 33 -39.24835 6.97586
8[521]40,4 46 -41.54910 6.83268
8[612]20,4 2 -28.76395 6.75673
8 [42]40,4 15 -39.45885 6.70327
8 [42]00 , 4 5 -36.32495 6.96691
8 [42] 80,4 13 -48.13399 6.30079
8 [53]20 ,4 13 -33.16330 6.71812
8[53]60, 4 17 -38.98763 6.41972
8[62]40,4 3 -27.17126 6.50332
8[62]00,4 1 -23.65836 6.59763
8 [2 4 ]0 0 , 8 30 -69.40396 9.152051
8 [3221]20, 8 217 -62.08615 8.14807
8 [3212]40,8 209 -60.10684 7.66540
8 [3 2 1 2 ] 0 0 ,8 52 -56.80630 8.00932
8 [4 2 1 2 32 0 ,8 140 -53.63060 7.58078
8[513]00,8 8 -44.18277 7.26133
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TABLE 16 (Continued)
8[322]20,8 85 -53.72752 7.43545
8 [422]40 ,8 109 -51.82268 7.04460
8[42]00,8 24 -48.45161 7.27551
8 [431]40,8 107 -47.63142 6.83943
8[431]60,8 128 -51.22968 6.65666
8[431]20,8 6 8 -45.33412 6.96976
8[521]40,8 43 -41.41187 6.61950
8[521]20,8 28 -39.07585 6.73756
8[612]20,8 1 -28.64400 6.45192
8 [42] 80 ,8 17 -47.99429 6.32557
8 [42]40,8 13 -39.33730 6.52555
8 [42]00 ,8 4 -35.50510 6.68962
8[53]60, 8 17 -38.98763 6.41972
8 [53]20 ,8 9 -32.68701 6.50368
8 [62] 40, 8 2 -26.97844 6.50332
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TABLE 17
Nuclei J71 Moment Method Shell Model
180 0+ -10.53 MeV -11.46 MeV
2^ -10.11 -10.45
4* -7.73 -8.82
20Ne 0* -37.50 -39.31
0* -32.30 -32.31
2* -37.45 -38.46
2+ -33.34 -32.24
2
4* -35.69 -36.51
4* -31.69 -30.47
6 * -32.70 -33.49
8 * -28.62 -29.55
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TABLE 18
Nuclei J11 Moment Method 
22Ne 0? -57.51 Mev
1
>+
'1
>+
2
.+
’i
2* -59.32
2 t -56.25
-58.07
4t -55.16
6 t -55.27
8 ? -51.49
24 +Mg oj ^87.45
2t -89.94
'1
‘2
•t
. + 
‘i
£
2t -86.30
4t -89.62
4t -85.99
6 t -86.98
8 t -83.41
Shell Model
-58.21 MeV
-57.43
-56.02
-55.54
-54.11
-52.10
-48.48
-87.40
TABLE 19
„  + + +
m[f]2S2T ^1
2 tl2]02 0.86(0.87) 0.69(0.75) 0.69(0.51)
2 [2]22 0.14(0.13) 0.31(0.25) 0.31(0.49)
+ + + + 
ro[£]2S2T °1 ^1 ^1 ^1
4 tl4]00 0.91(0.91) 0.83(0.90) 0.82(0.87) 0.75(0.82)
4[212]20 0.07(0.08) 0.15(0.09) 0.15(0.12) 0.18(0.17)
4 [22]40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00(0.01)
4 [22]40 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.07(0.02)
4 [31]20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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TABLE 20
m [f]2S2T
6 12212302 
6 [23]22 
6 [313]22 
6[321]22 
6 [321] 42
m [f]2S2T
8 [24]00 
8 [3221]20 
8 [3212]40 
8 [3212]00
+ +
h
+
tl 1 ^
 
|H 
+ +
fl
0.53 0.54 0.55 0.53 0.50
0 . 1 0 0 . 1 2 0.14 0.14 0 . 1 2
0.32 0.29 0.27 0.29 0.32
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 1
0.03 0 . 0 2 0 . 0 2 0.03 0.05
° 1 !i £ !l
0.61 0.65 0.75 0.71 0.69
0.26 0.27 0 . 2 2 0.24 0.24
0 . 1 0 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.06
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
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TABLE 24
180(J=oJ + a -»■ 22Ne J'=0^ J'=4^ J ’=6i J'=8i J ' = 2 2 J , = 4 2
CLT Limit 1.00(1.16) 0.47 0.35 0 . 0 1 2.45 0.34 0.25
CLT Limit 1.00(1.15) 0.47 0.34 0 . 0 2 2.62 0.34 0.24
SU(3) Model 1.00(0.41) 0.77 0.36 0.04 0.07 0.24 0.65
Shell Model 1 . 0 0 0.76 0.40 0.06 ---- 0 . 0 0 0.06
Exp 1 . 0 0 0.32 0 . 1 0 0.08 0.04
2 2 Ne(J=0^) + a -*■ 180 J'=0^ J'=2^ J'=4^
CLT Limit 1.00(1.16) 0 . 1 0 0.30
CLT Limit 1.00(1.15) 0.13 0 . 2 0
SU(3) Model 1.00(0.41) 0 . 0 0 2.28
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TABLE 25
on +
Ne (J=0j) + o -»■ 24Mg J'=0^
J '=2+l
J*=6* J'=8 ^ J ' = 2 2
CLT Limit 1.00(3.41) 0.29 0 . 1 2 0.28 0.16 0.19 0 . 2 2
SU{3) Model 1.00(0.49) 0.37 0 . 0 0 0.15 0 . 0 0 0.05 0.46
Shell Model 1.00(0.44) 0.44 0.04 0 . 0 0 ---- 0 . 0 2 0.29
Exp 1.00(0.71) 0.42 0.03 0 . 1 0 “ —-- 0.13 0.28
^Mg(J= 0 )^ + a + 2 0 Ne J'0* J'=2* J'-4j J'=6 * J'=8*
CLT Limit 1.00(3.41) 0 . 1 2 0.27 0.38 0.14
SU(3) Model 1.00(0.49) 0.13 0.80 1.84 1 . 0 2
Shell Model 1.00(0.44) 0.13 0.60 0 . 8 8 0.34
Exp 1.00(0.45) 0.35 0.96 0.82 0.64
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TABLE 26
AX(J=Cijj + a + A+4Y J ,7r Percent
1 8 0(J=C£) + a -*• 22Ne
2 0 Ne(J=0+) + a -*■ 24Mg
° 1
40
2+
1
38
2 2
24
4 1
39
4 2
28
6 1
2 1
8 1
89
43
4 25
2t 16
16
+
4 2
30
27
00
1
29
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION
In this thesis, we have developed and tested 
statistical spectroscopy methods for calculating alpha 
particle transfer strengths in large model spaces. We 
take this opportunity to review briefly what we have 
accomplished and examine how the procedures can be ex­
tended, for example, to calculate alpha particle transfer 
strengths in other mass regions.
We have tested an algorithm for expanding any inter-
31 36action in terms of a given set of operators. ' The 
algorithm has special significance when the space is 
first partitioned by symmetries and the approximation 
is required to reproduce subspace centroids. The norm 
in the full space of the approximation compared to the 
norm of the interaction itself is a measure for complete­
ness of the expansion and the goodness of the corresponding 
symmetry. We constructed an SU(3) symmetry preserving 
approximation to the Brown-Kuo (BK) interaction. The 
width of the approximation was about 74% of the total 
width of the BK interaction. To study the importance 
of single particle shell structure, we extended the SU(3) 
approximation to include projections of H (BK) along 
the symmetry breaking orbital number operators. The 
width of the approximation increased to 96% of the total
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width of the BK interaction.
We made detailed shell model comparisons of spectra, 
overlaps and B{E2) values for 20Ne I(ds)4 T=0] and
no £ A A
Ne[(ds) T=l] using the BK interaction and SU(3)
trace-equivalent approximations.2** The comparisons show
that the microscopic details, for the lowest members
of each spin as generated using a realistic effective
interaction, can be reasonably well reproduced with the
SU(3) trace-equivalent approximations. For other states
level-by-level comparisons of eigenenergies, overlaps
and B(E2) strengths show some significant differences.
Over a range of energy that includes several states,
averaged results are nonetheless in good agreement.
Using a deeper understanding of the interplay between
group theory and the notion of propagating operator 
37averages, we constructed a trace equivalent operator
to the BK interaction in the ds-shell that reproduces
centroids of H in irreps of the SU(3)/
SU(4)ST symmetry. We extended the trace-equivalent 
TEoperator, H (SU(3)/SU(4)ST), to include projections
2
of H along the symmetry preserving operator L and the 
symmetry breaking number operators. We calculated the 
centroid and width of the extended S U (3)/SU(4)ST 
statistical approximation to the BK interaction in irreps 
{m[f](Xn)ST} of the SU(3)/SU(4)ST symmetry. We used 
the moments of this statistical approximation to examine
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the nature of the distribution of states belonging to 
definite {m[f](Xy)ST) and {m[f]ST} symmetries. The summed 
distribution was found to be very close to Gaussian.
The normality of a distribution for fixed symmetry is 
not understood, although it is clear that some extended 
version of the central limit theorem in statistics must 
be operable. More work needs to be done in this area.
We used the {m[f]ST,J} moments of our statistical
approximation to estimate the ground state and low-lying
18 20 22 24energies of 0, Ne, Ne and Mg. There was good
agreement between the spectral distribution results and
the results obtained from detailed shell model calcula- 
45tions using our statistical approximation to the BK
+ + 2 2  24interaction. The 2^ and 41 states of Ne and Mg are
overbound compared to the corresponding 0 ^ state? never­
theless, the discrepancies are not large, they are under­
stood, and on the average there is generally good agree­
ment with shell model results.
We calculated the relative intensities of the various 
SU(4)ST configurations in the predicted eigenstate regions 
for the same nuclei. The relative configuration inten­
sities of the low-lying states agree remarkably well
46with the relative intensities from the SU{3) model. 
Relative configuration intensities are of prime importance 
in deciding which configurations are significant in the 
low-lying spectra of complex nuclei.
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The relative intensities of each SU(4)ST configura­
tion together with the traces of the operator xHqx+Hp 
(with p,q = 0 ,1 ) enabled us to calculate the alpha 
particle transfer strengths for the stripping and pickup 
reactions 1 8 0+a ^ 22Ne and 2 0 Ne+a * 2 4 Mg. We found good 
agreement between our predictions and those of the SU(3) 
pure symmetry model3 and detailed shell model calcula­
tions3 as well as experimental findings.^-8 ' 2 8 , 2 4 , 2 3  
Results for non-energy weighted sums showed that a large 
fraction of the total strength is concentrated in ground-
state to ground-state band transitions.
20 -*■ 24For the reaction Ne+a ^ Mg the strengths were 
calculated using our statistical approximation to the 
BK interaction H" without the orbital number operator.
Q
For the (ds) system we were unable to calculate all
of the necessary one-body reduced SU(3) matrix elements
using Braunschweig's computer code.13" In particular
we had trouble calculating the reduced SU(3) matrix
elements for basis states with low spatial symmetries
and low (Ay) values; we had no trouble with states
of high spatial symmetries. However, based on the results
for ^8 0+a ^ 28Ne we can say the orbital number operator
has negligible effect on the strength.
The statistical procedures we used to calculate
alpha particle transfer strengths are valid in large
6-9model spaces. Spectral distribution methods are
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complementary in spirit to the conventional approach
of calculating alpha particle transfer strengths. There
are no matrices to construct and diagonalize. The theory
is not limited by dimensionality considerations. It can in
principle be applied to nuclei in other mass regions where
the SCJ(3) symmetry is not good. For example, to study 
4 2 4 6the reaction Ca+a -*■ Ti one would partition the initial
and final state model spaces by standard configurations,
m, as well as J and T. An appropriate Hamiltonian for
the system would be the extended French trace-equivalent
(FTE) statistical approximation to the BK interaction
6 31 36in the fp shell. ' ' One would calculate the two
lowest moments of the extended FTE statistical approxi­
mation to the BK interaction in each configuration and 
use the moments to estimate the eigenenergies and relative 
intensities for the initial and final state configura­
tions. The alpha particle transfer operator would have 
to be expressed as a coupling between the two coupled 
protons and the two coupled neutrons. Specifically,
r + + rif 0 = (a xa ) is a coupled two-nucleon creation opera­
tor, then the alpha particle transfer operator would
4
be given by
r , r* r+ r 
(X ) = [6 x 0 P ] a (6.1)
15 2
Traces of the type <<x “x a>>m 'J 'T , required for 
strengths, would involve the reduced matrix elements 
of a pair of two-particle transfer operators. One would 
therefore have to be able to calculate matrix elements 
of the 0+ operators between standard configurations, a 
non trivial task.
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APPENDIX A
EVALUATION OF TRACES OF x ° (H" x+r° )P
o(m') o(m)
The Hamiltonian H" of our system is given by
H" (SU (3) /SU (4) ST) a HT E (SU(3)/SU(4)ST)
- 1.7051(n1-n^E (SU(3)/SU(4)ST)
+ 3.4933(n2 -n2E (SU(3)/SU<4)ST)
+ 0.12855(L2-L2TE(SU(3)/SU(4)ST)
(A. 1)
For the purpose of evaluating traces, we combined the
TPorbital number operator (SU (3)/SU (4) ST) and
TE(n2 ~n2 (SU(3)/SU(4)ST) to form one operator we call nr .
For convenience in writing we will omit the label SU(3)/ 
SU(4) ST in the trace equivalent operators. We will also
omit the labels (in' —in) that gives the connecting configura­
tions .
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Case 1: p = q = 0
TRACE1 = <<x °X+ °>>mfflST'J
r ' r *
= Z <[f]STJMTr|X x+ I If]STJM_r>p u J
rA ~
= Z <[f]STJM_r|x I [f'IS’T'J'Mir'x [f'IS'T’J'Mlr'p p I u J o
V
I x +  ° | [ f ] S T J M j
rA -
= Z <tf]STJM_r|x I [fjSTJ'Mir'xEflSTJ'Mlr'p p I J J
r -
| x +  i[f]STJMjr> . (A. 2)
r
We have used the selection rule that the operator x+ ° 
only couples states of the same [f]ST symmetry, r and 
P 1 are additional quantum numbers needed to specify the 
initial and final state.
Case 2; p = 0, q = 1
TRACE 2 = < < x  °  [ f 1 ] S 1T 1 f J 1) ) ^ + 0 > >m [f ] ST, J
a(m' [f 'IS'T* ,J')
(A. 3)
r1 r
TRACE2 x o(m'[f1]S'T',J 1) = <<X °H"x+ °>>m [flST
r * r
- e(m'[f,]S,T',J,><<X °X+ °>>
- « x r°HTV r°>>”’[i,ST'J + « x r°(L2-L2TE)x
r ’ r r • r
+ <KX nrx+ >> - e(m* [f ,]S,T ,/J ,)<<x °x+ ‘
Now we consider the first term
TR21 = <<x °HTEX + 0» m[f]ST'J
r1 r
=  E< [f ] STJMjT | X ° H T E x  +  °| [f]STJMjr>
r ’
= 2 < [f ]STJM r Ix °HT E |[f■]S,T ,J'M'r,>
p p * u J
r .
<[f 'JS'T’J'M^r' |x+ | [f ] STJMjT>
r'
= I <[f]STJMTr|x °HTE|[f]STJ'Mir'>
p p I w J
r
<[f]STJ'M^r'|x+ °|[f]STJMjr>
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J
■ro >;>m[f]sr,J
>>m [ f ] S T , J  
(A.4)
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« Z e ( m ’ [f]ST(X'u*))<[f]STJMTr|x ° | [f ] STJ'Mir ' >
p p I ^ J
r
< tflSTJ'M^r1|x+ °|[f]STJMjr> (A.5)
Here e(m'[f]ST(X'y')) is the expectation value of HTE 
which is diagonal in this scheme. The expectation value
mT? ~
of H , e{m'[f]ST(X'u 1)), was evaluated in Chapter 4.
2 2TESince the operator (L -L ) is also diagonal in this 
scheme we have for the second term
r 1
=  Z <[f]STJMTr|x °(l 2-l 2t e )I[f ']s ' T ' j ' M i r • >
p p i »J J
r
< [f'iS'T'J'Mjr'[x+ °|[f)STJMjr>
r '
= z <[fiSTJM_r|x °(l2 -l2te) Itf3STJ'Mir'> 
r r ' J
r
< [flSTJ’M ^r1|X °|lf]STJMjr>
^  p ■ ^
= Z {!*' (L,+l)-<L’2TE>}<[f]STJM_r Ix P  I [f jSTJ'Mir'>
IT '
r ,
< [ f ] S T J ' M ^ r ' I x +  | [ f ] S T J M j r >  (A.6 )
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Here {L1 (L'+l)-<l,2TE>} is the expectation value of L 2 -L2TE.
2TE 2TFThe eigenvalue of L is given by <L' > = 0.5<C£> »
0.5(X'+y'+3)(X'+p*)-X 1u 1 where is the SU(3) Casmir
operator. For the third term we have
TR23 = <<x °nrx+ °>>m[f^ST'J
r ■ r ~
= I<[fiSTJMjr|x nrx+ |[f]STJMjr>
r'
» Z <[f]STJMTr|x n ([f']S'T'J'M^T'>
rr1
r
< [f'IS'T'J’M^r*|x+ °|tf]STJMjr> (A.7)
In the last step we used the coupling rules [fJST = 
[fjS'T* = [f ] S'fT" and J" » J*. Combining Eqs. (A.3-A.7) 
together with Eq. (A.2) we have
fH" - Efm1 Ff'IS'T' in If] ST, JTRACE2 - <<x — ____ F  IF J  ?_i. Lr —Ii. °>>
o (m ' If 'IS'T'.J')
TR21 + TR22 + TR23 - e(m*[f*]S*T*,J') TRACEl 
c(m' If MS'T',J')
(A.8 )
Case 3 ; p = 1, q = 0
TRACE3 5 <<x ° X+ ° = " * >> ^  ' (A.9)
O (m[f]ST,J)
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~ r'
TRACE3 x a{m[f]ST,J) = <<X ° x+ H">>mIf '3
ro +ro m tflST
- e(m[f]ST,J) « X X >>
- « x r°x+r° HTE>>"l[flST'J
Fo +ro 2 2TE “»I^]STfJ 
+ <<X ° X °(L2 -L2TE>>
+ « x r° x+r° v >"'t?»ST'J
r ’ +r m[f]s t ,j
- e(m[f]ST,J) <<x X >>
The first, second, and third term of TRACE3 are very simi­
lar to the first, second, and third term of TRACE2. Thus 
following the same procedure we get
r’ +F m[f]ST,J
T R 31 =  < < x  x  H  > >
r ’
= Z <[f]STJM r j x  I [f ,]S,T ,J ,M'r,X [f' JS'T'JT' I
IT
+r
°  h t e | [ f ] s T J M j r >
r ■
= Z e(m[f]ST(Xy) <[f]STJMTr|X ° I [f ] STJ'M'Z 1 >
r r 1 J  J
+r
<tf]STJ,M ^ r t |X  °|tf]STJMj r> ( A . 11)
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r +r 2 2 m[f]ST,J
TR32 = <<x X (L -L )>>
= Z <tf]STJMjr|x °| [f'jS'T'M^r^
r '
 [  T  |>
r r '  
+r
<[f'JS'T'J'M^r'|x °(L2 -L2TE) j[f]STJMjr>
r 1
= Z {L (L+l) - <L2TE»  <[f]STJMTr|x °| tf]STJ'Mjr'>
+r
<[f]STJ'Mjr*Ix °|lf]STJMjr> (A.1 2 )
For the third term we get
r' r m[f]s t ,j
TR33 = <<x X O rlr>>
r '
= Z <[f]STJMTr|x °| [f 'JS'T'J'Mir'>
r r 1 J
+r
<m[f'is'T'j'r•|x ° n_1[f]STJMTr>r j
r' +r
= Z <[fJSTJMar|x I[f]STJ'Mjr'> <[f]STJ,M^r'|x I
[flSTJMjr1^  <[fisTJMjr"| nr | [f]sTjMjr> (a .13)
Combining Eqs. (A.9-A.13) together with Eq. (A.2) we have
TRACE3 = T R 3 1  + T R 3 2  + T R 3 3  (nt[f ]ST,J) TRACE 1 (a. 14)
o (m[f ] ST, J)
Case 4; p = 1, q = 1
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/till _  ^  / _  i rri I m  > T i l t  +r
TRACE 4 = « x  ° — ~-"E ^m ' ^  ^ --T ' 'Jl ^  X °
o ( m '  [ f  ' J S ' T ' t J ' )
C ° (H" - c(m[f]ST.J)). m tf]STfJ (A.15)
a(m' [f MS'T'tJ')
r ' +r
TRACE4 x o {m' [£' ] S 'T' x a(m[f]ST,J) = < < x  °  H" x  ° 
m[f]ST,J
H" > >
ro +ro m If]ST,J
- c (m[f ] ST, J) « x  H" X >>
Fo +ro m[f]ST,J
- £ (m*[f1]S'T',J 1) < < x  X H">>
+ e(m[f]ST,J) £(m'[f'IS'T'/J')
r '  +r m[f]ST,j
« X  X >>
ro +ro m[f]ST,J
= <<x H" x H">> - £ (m[f]ST,J) TRACE2
- e(m'[f'IS'T^J') TRACE3 + £{m[f]ST,J)
e(m'[f']S'T',J') TRACE1 (A.16)
From Eq. (A.16) we observe that only the first term needs 
to be evaluated. Thus consider
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I
ro TE +ro m[£]ST,J 
TR4 = <<x H x H">>
ro TE +ro TE m t f 1 ST, J  
= « X ° HTE X ° H > >
ro 2 2TE +ro 2 2TE m[f ] ST, J
+ « X  ° (L2 -L2TE) X ° (L -L ) > >
ro >pi? 2 2TE ®[f]ST#J
+  « x  °  HTE X (L -L ) >>
ro 2 2TE + TE [£]ST/J
+ « X  ° (L2 -L2TE) X HTE»
ro TE +ro m [f ] ST, J
+ « X  t h1* X nr>>
ro 2 2TE +ro m[?]BT#J
+ « x  ° (L —L ) x ° nr»
ro +ro TP mtf]ST,J
+ « x  ° nr X ° HTE»
ro +ro 2 2TE m[f]ST,J
+ « x  ° nr X ° (L2 -L2TE) »
r' +r m[f]st,j 
« x  nr X nr>> (A.17)
The first eight terms of Eq. (5.34) are combinations of the 
terms in TRACE2 and TRACE3 and can be written immediately. 
The last term term) is not obvious and thus will be
considered in detail. Upon inspection of the terms in 
TRACE2 and TRACE3 we get for the first eight terms:
F0  T E  + F 0  T E  m t f ] S T , J  
TR41 = <<x H X H >>
I
r
- I e(m'If]ST(A'y')) e(m[f]ST(Ay)) <[f]STJMTr|x °| 
rr« J
+ro
(f]STJ'M^r’> <[f]STJ'M^r fx |[f]STJMjr> (A.18)
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r o 2 2TE +ro 2 2TE IH[f]ST#J
TR42 = « X ° (L -L ) X <L2 -L2TE)»
= Z (LML'+l) - <L’2TE>> {L (L+l) - <L2TE>}
r r '
r +r
<[f]sTJMjr|x |[f]sTj'r’> <[f]sTj’M^r'|x °l
[f]STJMjr> (A.19)
2TE 1
where <L' AC*> = 0.5<C2> = 0.5 (X'+y* + 3) (X’+ y 1) - X'y'
and <L2TE> = 0.5 <C2> = 0.5 (X + y +  3) (X + y) - Xy.
ro TE +ro 2TE m[f]ST, J
TR43 * « x  HTE X (L2-L E)>>
= Z e(m'tf]ST(X'y')) {L(L+1) - < L 2TE>}
r r
r +r
<[f]STjr|x |[fisTj'M^r•> <[f]sTJMjr'|x °j
If]STJMjr> (A.2 0 )
ro 2 2TE +ro TE m I f ] ST, J 
TR44 = « x  (L -L ) x H »
I
r
= Z tL' (L' +1) - <L,2TE>} e {m[f ] STD <[f]STJMTr]x °| 
rr« J
[flSTJ'M^r^ <[f]STJ'M(jr' Ix °|[f]STJMjr> (A.2 1 ) 
r' TE +r m[f ] st , j
TR45 = <<X H x nr>>
I
r
= Z e <m' [f]ST(X1y ') < [f]STJM,rIx °I [f]STJ'Mir'>
pip I ii U J
+r
^fjSTj'M^r1 |x °| lf]STj'M^r’> <[f]sTJMjr" |nr I 
[f]STJMjr> (A.2 2 )
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ro 2 2TE +ro m[f]ST,J
TR46 = « X ° <L2-l/TE) x nr»
I
Z {LML'+l) - <(l '2TE>> < [f ] STJMTr I X °|
p p I p It J 1 1
+r
[f]STJ'M^r’> <tf]STJT'|x °| tflSTJMjr1^  
<[f]STJMjr"|nr I [f]STJMjr> (A. 23)
ro +ro TE m [fJ ST, J
TR47 = <<x nr X H >>
I
r
Z e(m[f]S T (Ay)) < [f]STJMrrI X  °| [f]STJ'Mir">
pp,p,. u U
~ +r
< [f]STJ'M^r" |nr | [fisTJ'M^r'xtflSTJ'M^r* |x °|
tf]STJMjr> (A. 24)
ro +ro 2 2TE m[f]ST,J
TR48 - « X  nr X <L -L2TE)>>
f
P
Z {L (L+l) - <L2TE>} <[f)STJMTr|x °| [f]STJ*M;r''> 
r r  r  J J
~ +r
<[f]STj'M^r" |nr | [f]STj'Mj.r'> <[f] sTj'M^r' |x °| 
[f]STJMjr> (A.25)
For the last term we get
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r' +r m[f]s t ,j 
TR49 = <<x nr x nr>>
r ' +r
- z <[f]STJMjr|x ° nr X ° nr |[f]STJMjr>
r '
= z <[f]STJMTr|x ° nJlf'Js’T'j’Mir^
Y p * ^ r ^
+r
<[f'JS'T’JT' |x ° nr I [f]STJMjr>
r '
Z <[f]STJMTr|x °j [f"]S"T"J,,M"r">
pp.pi.p..
< [f"]s"T,,j,,M"r" I I  Ef']s't 'j ’m i t *>J  TO J
+i\
< [f'lS'T'J'Mjr' |X | [f ' ,,]S'"T,"J,"M^"r'">
< " S’1 " ] S * "T ' ” J ’ "Mj”I1 * " | r!r | [f]STJMjr>
z <"f 'sTJMTr|x I EflsTj'Mir" I I [f'js’T'j'Mir •>
r r 1 rM r"
+r
<[f nS'T'J'M^r' |x °[ [f'iS'T'JMjr"^
<If' ]S'T,JMTrI " ln.,1 [f]STJMTr> (A.26)U i  J
Now combining Egs. (A.16-A.26) we can write Egs. (A.15) as
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r * ~ _
TRACE4 = « X ° <H ” - M m ’[f']S'T'J'))X °(H - e (m[f ] ST, J) ) »
o(m'[f'JS'T*,J’ oTm[F]ST,J)
= [TR41 + TR42 + TR43 + TR44 + TR45 + TR46 + TR47 
+ TR48 + TR49 - e (m[f ] ST, J) TRACE2
TRACE3 
a (in' [f']S'T' ,J')
+ £ (m[f ]ST,J) £ (m' [£' ] S 'T' , J *) TRACE 1
a {m[f ]ST,J) (A.27)
Now for H" without the orbital number operator the traces 
are given by
TRACE2 = T R 2 1  + T R 2 2  ~ etm1 [g'lS’T'.JM TRACE 1
o(m' [F'JS'T' ,J') (A.28)
TRACE3 - TR31 + TR32 - e(m,,f ,ST.J) TRACE 1 (A.29)
a (mlf]ST,J)
TRACE4 = TR41 + TR42 + TR43 + TR44 - e(m[f]ST,J) TRACE2
-£ (m1 [f * }S'T', J 1) TRACE3 + £(m[flST,J) £ (m1 [f’]S'T1 ,J 1 TRACE1
o{m'[f■]S'T',J 1) a(m[f]ST,J)
(A.30)
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